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In the Quest for Each Answer, Multiple Questions Emerge.
This is the Curse, and Thrill, of Science.

Abstract
The effects of greenhouse gas net emissions on global warming, stricter
legislation on waste handling, and the pursuit of ever cheaper heat- and power
production are all important factors driving the introduction of complex fuels in
incineration plants. However - without fundamental knowledge regarding ash
transformation, corrosion control, and materials selection – this introduction of
potentially economically and environmentally beneficial fuels, might instead
cause economic loss and environmentally adverse effects.
The present work is a contribution to the transition from today's CO2 net
generating energy conversion system, to a more environmentally friendly and
cost-efficient one. This is done using scientific methods to generate knowledge
concerning mechanisms of ash transformation, corrosion control, and materials
selection, in a co-fired industrial scale circulating fluidized bed (CFB) boiler,
using a novel and biomass-based fuel mix, rich in Na, K, Cl, N, S, P, Ca and Si.
Fuel fractions, ashes, flue gas, deposits, and construction material samples have
been collected and analyzed using various techniques, including scanning
electron microscope (SEM), energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), and X-ray
Diffraction (XRD). The experimental results have been evaluated and interpreted
using chemical equilibrium calculations.
The results of this work include:
1) An analysis of; the failure and preventive maintenance statistics of the
industrial scale CFB boiler at hand; the elemental composition of boiler ashes and
deposits, the flue gas composition and elemental composition of a multitude of
fuel fractions; correlations between boiler design, operational parameters,
elemental composition of deposits and boiler availability; a boiler elemental mass
balance revealing details regarding deposit buildup mechanisms; properties of
the fly ash relevant to flue gas filter design; and findings regarding the nitrogen
chemistry of the novel and nitrogen-rich fuel mix.
2) Speciation and description of the overall ash transformation and fireside alloy
interaction, enabling the implementation of on-line corrosion control which
significantly inhibits superheater and dew-point corrosion in the boiler; and, an
equation describing the sulfation potential of the fuel mix, as a result of the direct
and indirect interactions between all major ash-forming elements.
3) A literature review relevant for the co-fired CFB cyclone vortex finder alloy
selection and corrosion at 880 °C; An alloy selection study including long term
exposures of several commercially available alloys identifying materials that are
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more than twice as cost-efficient as the often used alloy 253MA; a suggestion of
novel methods for both systematic comparison of heavily degraded alloys, and for
alloy service-life estimations; a detailed analysis of heavily degraded alloys 310S,
800H/HT and 600, identifying the driving corrosion mechanisms of the VF alloy
degradation, including aspects of how the alloy internal mass transport and
fireside surface interaction develops over time.
The knowledge gained during this project has been used in the improvement work
of the Perstorp 50 MWth CFB boiler, improving the boiler availability with 7 %,
reducing the overall energy conversion costs with around 1.7 MEUR/year.
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Preface
This work was made as a collaboration project between academy (Umeå
University) and industry (Perstorp AB) during 10 years of parallel research and
industrial full-scale boiler development.
The knowledge gained during the research have made out the cornerstones of
truly evidence-based industrial improvement work, resulting in major
improvements of the Perstorp 50 MWth CFB boiler process control, availability,
cost-efficiency, and lifespan. The first-hand industrial know-how and access to
the boiler in focus, and colleagues working every day with boiler operation, have
in turn secured the industrial relevance of the academic work, resulting in work
having both academic and industrial relevance.
The renowned researchers Professor Dan Boström (principal supervisor, Umu)
and Professor Rainer Backman (deputy supervisor, Umu) have guided me during
these very instructive years. During the first 5 years also Professor Anders Nordin
contributed as deputy supervisor (Umu), and during the last 5 years, I have had
substantial support also from adjunct Professor Mats Lundberg (KTH).
To give some insights about the impact of combustion - on the evolution of
mankind, today's industrialized society, global and regional energy supply,
climate change, the ongoing transition towards a less fossil-dependent global
energy system, and, the current state of boiler technology - this preface includes
a popular science section summarizing these aspects of relevance for researchers
as well as the general public.

Putting Combustion in Perspective (popular science section)
The History of Combustion Technology and its Utilization
The earliest circumstantial proof of human-controlled fire (biomass combustion)
is presumed to be 1.9 million years old 1-2. Well-documented fire hearths dated to
around 780 000 years ago are found in a site in today’s Israel. Initially, it is
believed that humans only preserved naturally occurring fires. From 400 000
years ago there is wide scientific support for human-made fire, based on both
stone hearths found in the center of what seems to have been huts, located in a
site called Terra Amata on the French Riviera 3, and on proof of fire usage in the
site of Zhoukoudian close to Bejing, China. Around 200 000 years ago the
anatomically modern human evolved4, and more systematic and widespread use
of fire was developed3. The early human control of fire offered warmth, light,
protection, and means for hunting and to thermally treat materials for tools and
weapons, as well as means to pre-process food. Recent modeling has shown that
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the pre-processing of food heavily reduce feeding time from around 50 % of the
daily activity time, down to approximately 5 % 2, enabling mankind to do more
evolving things. In fact, some researchers studying archaic humans and their
evolution, mean that it might be the control of fire that enabled the prehistoric
humans to “rise above” other species; partly as a result of the thermal food preprocessing that allowed a larger nutrient intake and a more rapid brain
development 5; and partly because of the other advantages as mentioned above.
Since approximately 10 000 years, combustion has been used to melt and form
metal, starting with copper, and later on, adding tin to produce bronze around 6
000 years ago 6. During the smelting of copper, iron was discovered. Metals have
in turn played a critical role in the development of devices that can convert
thermal energy into mechanical work. The first known device to do this is the
“Aeolipile,” first described around 120 years B.C. The device consisted of a vessel
which was filled with water, under which a fire was made. As the water vaporized,
a sphere equipped with tangential nozzles started to rotate (see Figure i). The
device supposedly used only as a “temple wonder,” and did not perform any
useful work 7.

Figure i. Aeolipile translates to “the globe of Aelous”, Aelous being the Greek god of air and wind.

The first engine for larger scale conversion of thermal energy (heat) to mechanical
energy (work) was a steam engine invented by the French physicist Denis Papin
around 1690 8. In 1712 Thomas Newcomen, England, finalized and
commercialized some significant improvements of the steam engine design,
allowing generation of major mechanical power output, without the use of windor hydro-power, for the first time in human history (Figure ii). Draining water
from mines was initially the most important application. In Sweden, the first
Newcomen Engine was installed at the Dannemora Iron Mines in 1728. This was
Sweden’s first documented industrial-scale thermal-to-power conversion unit.
The Newcomen steam engine had an efficiency of 0.5-1 % 9.
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Figure ii. Newcomen’s design: A – Boiler; B – cylinder; C – Condenser water; P – piston ; V - steam
valve; V´´ - drainage valve; V´ - Condenser water valve; E- drainage pipe.

Figure iii. Haycock boiler, 1720 10.

During the beginning of the 1700’s, primitive boilers as the one illustrated in
Figure iii was constructed by riveted metal plates, making out a principal part of
for example the Newcomen engine. In this early boiler type, a closed and large
volume of water was heated directly above a fire. These early boilers suffered from
low energy efficiency, and high risks of steam explosion due to the lack of
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automatic safety valves and the risk of large amounts of water to rapidly come in
contact with a hot furnace.
James Watt (who also gave name to the power unit Watt) later improved
Newcomen’s design during the 1760’s and early 1770’s, mainly by adding a
separate condenser unit. By 1781 Watt’s company also had developed a planet
gear to convert the reciprocating movement of the steam engine to rotative
motion (The use of the crank was blocked by another inventor’s patent). The
rotating motion allowed the steam engine to be used not “only” for pumping but
also for weaving, milling and the propulsion of ships and vehicles 11. In the end
“Watt’s steam engine” had an efficiency of around 2.5-5 %, which was up to 5
times higher than the Newcomen design. The invention and development of the
steam engine drove a rapid boiler development, but the boiler designs still had
fire tube designs with large volumes of water close to hot parts, making them
susceptible to steam explosions. Figure iv shows a German steam locomotive after
a steam explosion in 1869.

Figure iv. The Exploded “Warburg” steam locomotive. 1869, Germany.

From the late half of the 1700’s, water tube boilers having water inside the tubes
instead of around them (in contrast to fire tube boilers) was developed. In 1820’s
the American engineer Jacob Perkins developed a “once-through” steam tube
boiler with counter-current type heat exchangers, which is a predecessor of
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today´s boiler designs. Later principally important boiler developments that were
made during the 1800’s are the inclined tube steam boilers, that is equipped with
a steam dome (Stephen Wilcox 1856, Figure v) and the bent tube boiler (Allan
Stirling 1880). By the end of the 1800’s, the boiler steam cycle had been developed
to principally work a lot like today's.

Figure v. Wilcox steam tube boiler with inclined tubes and a steam space above, 1856.

In the years of 1831-1832, Michel Faraday discovered the working principles of
electromagnetic generators and built the first direct current (DC) generator
(Figure vi). The first industrial-scale electric generator producing power to the
industry was commissioned in 1844, supplying electricity to an electroplating
process 12. In 1891 the first modern alternative current (AC) power station was
commissioned supplying the London power grid with high voltage power – that
was being transformed to consumer level voltage on each street.

Figure vi. Faraday disc constructed in 1832, generating a DC current.

The axial steam turbine, transforming thermal energy directly to rotating
mechanical energy was invented by Charles Parson in 1884 and was ideal for the
driving of electrical generators. Figure vii show an industrial application axial
steam turbine.
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Figure vii. Parson steam turbine, 1887.

The first description of a gas turbine including most of the components of a
“modern gas turbine” was first suggested by the English coal mine owner and
inventor Johan Barber (UK patent no. 1822) in 1791. The Norwegian Ægidius
Elling patented a developed design in 1884 that became the first gas turbine built
that generated a net power output in 1903 13. During the 1920’s the theory of gas
flow through passages was developed, enabling more qualified turbine design. In
1932, Brown, Boveri & Cie of Switzerland sold their first set of components
making out a complete gas turbine for stationary power and steam generation 14.
In 1937, the first power jet engine was commissioned, and in 1941 the first gas
turbine-propelled experimental aircraft (The Gloster-Whittle aircraft), took-off
in Britain 15. However, the British government confiscated Whittle’s company and
banned the manufacturing of gas turbine jet engines. Six months later, the British
lead in gas turbine jet propulsion development and manufacturing had been
taken over by the U.S.
Gas welding was developed during the late half of the 1800’s. Metal arc welding
was later developed around the 1900’s. But it was not until the 1930’s which
satisfactory test methods had been developed that allowed welding also of boiler
steam drums. Before this, boiler drums was mainly assembled using rivets 10,
which limited, e.g., the boilers maximum operating pressure, size, and efficiency.
From the end of the 1930’s, the principal technologies and knowledge necessary
to build large-scale boilers using non-complex fuels, operating at “less
demanding” boiler conditions (using today’s standards), have been available.
Since then, major efforts have been made in the scientific fields of heat transfer,
metallurgy, none-metallic materials, fluid mechanics, chemical engineering,
analytical techniques, applied mechanics, physics, mathematics, control theory
and boiler- and emission control, to mention some areas of research that have
been crucial for the development and optimization of modern boilers.
A later development in the area of boiler technology is the fluidized bed boilers.
Basu, P. summarize the fluidized boiler development in his book Circulating
Fluidized bed Boilers (2015) 16. Here follows a short summary: The principles of
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the fluidization process was developed during the 1920’s by the German Fritz
Winker, who also patented and developed full-scale fluidized beds for
“calcination” (not including incineration exclusively for energy conversion
purposes). During 1960 the fluidized bed (FB) technology was adopted for energy
conversion and steam production. In 1982 the first next-generation FB
incinerator - a circulating fluidized bed (CFB) - was commissioned, built
exclusively for the generation of steam and heat, burning low-grade coal washing
residues in Lünen, Germany. Industrial scale CFB incineration technology was
widely introduced during the middle of the 1980’s, due to its high combustion
efficiency, ability to effectively reduce emissions, combust low-grade fuel and its
compact size.
The main character of the present Ph.D. work is a 50 MWth CFB boiler, which was
commissioned in Perstorp, Sweden, in 1991 by Generator AB (today Valmet
Power Oy). See Figure 7 and Figure 8 in the thesis for a description of the boiler
system and boiler.
The evolution of mankind, the control and utilization of fire, and the evolution of
industrial systems are definitely the sum of a vast number of intertwined
challenges, developments, and synergetic effects - but regardless, it seems
impossible to over-estimate the importance of the human control of fire.
Thus, in the beginning – there was fire.
Energy - Sources, Consumption, and Environmental Effects
It is believed that humankind first learned to control and maintain naturally
occurring “biomass fires”. Until the 1850’s, biomass also dominated the global
energy supply 17.
Early records describe that petroleum (tar/bitumen/asphalt) from open tar pits
was used as mortar, waterproofing, and adhesive already in 3800-2500 BC by the
pre-Babylonian inhabitants in present Iraq 18. It can be assumed that these
inhabitants were also familiar with the flammable nature of petroleum. Other
early references 19 show that coal was mined and used for metalworking even
before year 300 B.C. in ancient Greece. And before year 300 AD the Romans were
exploiting the majority of the major coal fields in Britain 20. However, after the
Romans had left, it took until late 1500’s, when the forests of Britain had largely
been cut down before the extraction of coal was resumed. In the late 1700’s
century, inventions of the industrial revolution era (some mentioned above)
allowed for - and demanded - large-scale coal mining from the vast coal fields of
Britain 21. The large-scale mining of coal was spread to the mainland of Europe
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and the coal rapidly became the major source of energy for the industrial
revolution.
The first known drilled oil wells was made in ancient China around the year 350
BC, using metal bits attached to bamboo poles, reaching depths of up to 240 m.
One usage was to fire oil to boil off water from brine to produce salt 22. Ancient
Chinese and Japanese records indicate that natural gas was used for both heat
and lighting purposes, and “Burning water” was known in Japan during the
600’s. Early in the AD era, Arabs and Persians distilled petroleum to obtain
flammable liquids for illumination and military purpose; this knowledge was
probably spread to Western Europe in the 1100’s as a result of the Arab invasion
of Spain. The first known large-scale use of petroleum in Europe was the firing of
natural gas for heating and lighting during the 1200’s in northern Italy 23. Because
of the evolving technology and the demand of the industrial revolution, the
extraction of petroleum from wells grew rapidly during the 1800’s into a huge and
truly worldwide spanning industry that affected the human society at large. One
interesting positive environmental effect of the petroleum industry is that by the
middle of the 1800’s, there were 735 American ships in the whaling fleet, hunting
whales to produce oil for heating, lighting, and lubrication. Some thirty years
later, in 1876, the fleet was down to 39 ships. The petroleum products had taken
over the whale oil market, and thus, probably saved several large whale species
from extinction 24. The birth of the large-scale petroleum industry, combined with
the invention of relatively effective and lightweight internal combustion engines
like the Otto- and Diesel-engines (invented in 1876 and 1893 respectively),
converting chemically stored energy to mechanical energy, allowed the process of
combustion to enter a new area of utilization. The combustion engine enabled the
propulsion of wagons and cycles, and eventually airplanes, as well as highefficiency conversion from chemically stored energy (fuel) to mechanical work
and electricity. Around 1900, the growth rate of the global oil- and gas industry
increased significantly, and by the end of the Second World War, the extraction
and refinement of crude oil accelerated even further. The combined extraction of
gas and oil surpassed the still growing extraction of coal around the 1960’s (in
terms of energy content). Fossil fuels (oil, coal and gas) continue to dominate the
global energy supply today, contributing with 4-5 times as much energy as the
total amount of hydropower, nuclear power, and biomass combined (minor
contributions from other renewable sources included) - and will likely continue
to dominate the global energy supply for several decades to come.
Spencer Weart has summarized the history of the greenhouse effect in an easy to
read free access hyperlinked webpage named “The Discovery of Global Warming”
25, in the following text, I condense the history further, leaving out the more
speculative parts and a number of details: The existence of a greenhouse effect
was described already during the first half of the 1800’s. In 1859 it was pointed
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out that CO2 and water vapor were the primary drivers of that effect. In 1896 the
Swedish scientist Svante Arrhenius suggested that the CO2 added by combustion
of fossil fuels such as coal added to the CO2-content of the atmosphere enough to
increase the average temperature of the world. Arrhenius suggestion that man
could affect the global climate was mostly dismissed as unrealistic. In the 1930’s
measurements showed that the average temperature of the United States and
North Atlantic region had indeed increased during the last fifty years. This
scientifically proven fact was at that time mostly disregarded as being only a part
of some unexplainable cyclic variation. According to Weart, it was the continued
insistence of the English amateur scientist and steam engineer Guy Stewart
Callendar that made a group of scientists perform calculations to investigate the
claims in the 1950’s, using significantly better techniques and calculations than
earlier available. The results of these calculations showed that human-made CO2
emissions could indeed build up in the atmosphere and affect the global average
temperature. In 1960, the results of these calculations were verified by new and
more accurate temperature measurements revealing that the temperature had
been rising, and was still rising, year by year. During the 1960’s, mathematical
models were developed, showing that the energy balance and the global
temperature was more sensitive than expected and that the temperature would
increase a few degrees until the beginning of the 2000’s as a result from the
human-made CO2-emissions caused by fossil fuel use. During the 1970’s doubts
was raised by environmentalists, whether environmental change caused by
human activity could be sound. In parallel to this growing environmental
awareness during the 1970’s, also scientific support for global dimming was
found, and some scientists argued that the emission of particles did instead cool
the climate. Weart, explain that this led to public and political confusion.
However, there was a scientific consensus that human activity could affect the
climate, and that the potential environmental effects had to be better understood,
so the research activities accelerated using, for instance, advanced computers and
analysis of ice-caps. In 1979 a committee formed by the U.S. National Academy
of Sciences reviewed available research and came to the conclusion that a
temperature increase of approx. 2-3 °C would be reached during the coming
century. Studies of ancient climates also showed that shifts in temperature could
be rapid, resulting in major changes within decades. In 1985 climate experts from
29 countries called upon the world’s governments, urging the global leaders to
reach a global agreement, restricting greenhouse gas emissions. This advice was
ignored, but in 1988 the governments via United Nations created the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). According to Weart, decent
prediction models have been available from 1991, including effects of global
dimming, CO2- and water vapor effects, where “arbitrary fitting parameters” had
been replaced with actual scientific data. However, the models at this time still
did not include the effects of melting ice sheets, and the effect of the solar cycles
was still not clarified, to mention some deficiencies. In 1992 the world’s leaders
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met in Rio de Janeiro to discuss environmental problems and agreed to meet
periodically. At a later meeting in 1997 in Kyoto, legally binding targets for
greenhouse gas reduction for industrialized countries were set. Sadly, several
industrialized countries, including the U.S., rejected the Kyoto treaty in advance.
According to Weart, in early 2000 there was a wide scientific consensus
concerning the effect of greenhouse gas emissions. During the following years,
evidence emerged showing adverse feedback effects of global warming, including
the CH4 release from melting tundra, the effects of melting ice sheets, and
changes in forests resulting in even more warming. The attempt to get a legally
binding agreement to rapidly reduce the greenhouse gas emissions failed in
Copenhagen in 2009, and the organizers were forced to take a less ambitious
approach, building a new global environmental agreement on volunteered
individual targets instead of legally binding ones. By 2010, the scientific
consensus had grown even stronger, and computer models estimated that a
temperature rise of 1.5 °C compared to pre-industrial levels could cause truly
serious problems, and also that no matter how soon the CO2-emissions where
“shut down” at least this increase in temperature would occur. In 2015, a global
average temperature increase of 1 °C compared to pre-industrial levels was
recorded. In Paris 2015 a global environmental agreement built upon the
volunteered individual targets was reached. If all nations met their goals set up in
this agreement, Weart claim that a global temperature increase of probably
another 2 °C will follow, leading to a total temperature increase of at least 3 °C
above pre-historical values. Weart has also reviewed work describing the possible
effects of global warming and increased levels of CO2 in the atmosphere. Looking
at historical data, one can see how global warming has affected the environment
in the past, and thus, also tell much of what will probably happen in the future
when/if the temperature reaches the same levels. Some of the more dramatic
changes are: the temperature, especially during night-time and winter, will
increase significantly; a long term rise of the sea levels with at least 6 m at a
temperature rise of 1-2 °C above prehistorical levels is to be expected mainly as
an effect of glacier melt water from Greenland and Antarctica 26; changing
weather patterns resulting in e.g. more intense rainfalls at the same time as a
reduction of the worlds glaciers will likely result in less stable water supply in
areas with huge populations; a stress on ecosystems with consequences difficult
to predict, including an increased acidity of the oceans threatening sensitive
species (as coral reefs). Probably the most alarming thing about global
environmental change and temperature increase driven by human-made
greenhouse gas emissions, is that we do not know what will actually happen. The
models developed only consider what is already assumed, and still unknown
feedback-effects might reveal themselves in the near future, affecting the rate of
global warming, for better or for worse. In other words, humankind have already
ventured into unknown waters, with great speed, knowing little of what lies
ahead.
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Luckily, from an environmental point of view, there is an economically driven
shift in the fossil fuel usage from coal, to the significantly less carbon-rich fossil
fuels natural gas (NG) and oil, leading to lower specific greenhouse gas emissions.
Still, since the energy consumption of the world continues to increase (1 % 2016),
there was still a modest global increase of CO2 net emissions of 0.1 % during the
period 2015-2016, half of this caused by increased energy consumption in China
and India 27. According to the BP World Energy Review, in 2016 Coal contributed
to 28 % of the global primary energy consumption (GPEC), while oil contributed
to 33 % and NG 24 %. Since BP does not include biomass energy utilization
without electrical power production (making out around 10 % of the GPEC) in
their statistics, these numbers are closer to 25 %, 30 % and 22 % respectively, in
practice. The measure “global primary energy consumption” includes the
consumption of the energy production units, energy conversion losses,
distribution losses and the final consumption, but excludes, for example, oil and
forest products not used for energy purposes.
The first nuclear plants were commissioned in the 1950’s. Since the 1960’s
nuclear power have made significant contributions on a global scale. New plants
were rapidly built until the Chernobyl accident in 1986, after which the expansion
of the global nuclear power slowed down to culminate around 1998 27. Since 1998
the global energy share from nuclear power has decreased slightly. However, in
absolute terms, the nuclear power generation expanded a little during 2016,
mainly due to newly commissioned plants in China. In 2016 nuclear energy
contributed to 5 % of the global primary energy consumption. According to the
world nuclear association (WNA), this equals 11% of the global electricity
production. WNA also claim that 60 reactors are under construction, while 160
more are “firmly planned”. According to WNA statistics, globally, 447 nuclear
plants were in operation in August 2017.
Hydropower has made out an important part of the industrial
evolution/revolution, at least locally, and has been developed in parallel to the
industrial scale utilization of combustion as a mean for energy conversion. The
earliest known examples of industrial-scale hydropower are vertical water wheels
powering trip hammers for crushing ore, hull grain, and early paper making,
during the Han Dynasty in China 202 BC to 9 AD 28. In 1771, England’s Richard
Arkwright set up the Cromford cotton mill (Figure viii), driven by hydropower,
building one of the world’s first industrial systems. Arkwright was so convinced
of the supremacy of hydropower, so when he acquired a steam engine in 1777, he
first used it to elevate water into the dam above the water wheels of the mill.
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Figure viii. Cromford Mill 1773.

The first known reaction turbine was designed in 1827 by the French engineer
Benoit Fourneyon, capable of delivering around 6 horsepower. In 1849, the
British-American engineer James Francis developed the first modern water
turbine. The Francis turbine remains the most widely used turbine type today. In
1880 the first large-scale hydropower station was commissioned at the Grand
Rapids in Michigan, serving local industries. In 1882 the first commercially used
power station was commissioned at the Niagara Falls; and within a couple of
decades, hundreds of hydropower stations had been built all over the world. The
first three-phase hydro-electric system was commissioned in Germany in 1891.
Despite some early strong local contributions of hydropower, it did not become
significant on a global scale until the 1950’s. Hydropower has expanded slowly
but steadily since then, and in 2016 it contributed to 16.4 % of the global
electricity production, making out 71 % of the renewable electricity production 29,
and around 2 % of the total primary energy supply, according to IEA.
From the beginning of the 1800’s until the 1950’s, the global use of biomass for
energy purposes has been relatively constant at around 25 EJ (Exa Joules = 1018
J) 17. However, at the beginning of the 1800’s biomass energy made out practically
100 % of the GPEC, by the year 1900 biomass made out half, the other half
primarily made out of coal, and by the 1950’s the biomass share of the GPEC had
been reduced to 25%, mainly because a major increase of coal usage and the largescale introduction of oil. From the 1950’s to the 1980’s a slight annual increase of
the global energy use of biomass was seen (in absolute terms). From the 1980’s
the biomass-based GPEC has accelerated. However, this acceleration pales in
comparison to the significantly higher increase in coal, oil, and NG. In 2010
biofuels contributed to the energy supply of around 50 EJ, equivalent to 9-11 %
of the 2010 GPEC of around 550EJ 17, 30. In other words, biomass energy is by far
our largest source of renewable energy globally, followed by hydropower’s
around 2 % and some minor global contributions of wind and solar that together
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add just above 1 % to this, adding up to around 13 % renewable energy in a total
of the GPEC. Looking on the global electricity production based on biomass and
other renewables (excluding hydropower), according to the BP energy review, it
reached a new modest record of 3.2 % of the GPEC in 2016 27. A word of caution
is needed when interpreting numbers from the BP Statistical review because BP
only includes biomass used for electrical power and transport fuels in their
statistics of biomass. Thus, BP excludes the major part of global energy biomass
use from their statistics and analysis. However, when it comes to data describing
electricity production, the BP data seems reliable (compared to for example IEA
OECD country data 31). Looking at the electrical power generation of the world,
renewables including hydropower contributed to 20-24 % in 2016 27, 29-30.
Figure ix show an IEA illustration of the world primary energy consumption 2014.

Figure ix. Relative primary energy consumption 2014, illustration and data from the IEA database,
energy consumption in the unit Mtoe (million ton oil equivalent).

Figure x shows the contribution of different energy sources to the GPEC.
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Figure x. The sources of the global primary energy consumption (GPEC). Percent of the total 19 000
million tons of oil equivalent used 2014, according to IEA data.

A fossil-free future?
Globally
Although the global energy source distribution shown in Figure x is quite
depressing from an environmental point of view, with only 12 % renewables
(including hydropower), the global average expansion of renewable energy for
power production was 6.2 % in 2016. In absolute terms, this is the largest annual
increase of renewables ever seen 27. Based on the average expansion of renewable
power of 6.2 %, and an increase of the GPEC of one percentage annually,
estimations show that it will take 27 years to globally replace the fossil fuels used
for power production (With no regards taken to the need of energy dense carriers
for e.g. aviation and heavy vehicles). Using the same assumptions, it would take
another 15 years before renewable energy conversion, in theory, could replace all
fossil fuels of the world (in the end of the 2050’s). However, from a historical
point of view, new sources of energy generally do not replace old or existing
energy conversion platforms, but rather complements them. In this case, the
traditional way of solving things sadly would not give the desired effects in terms
of reduction of greenhouse gas emissions - why some non-traditional
governmental and global control is probably needed in order to reach
sustainability soon enough.
OECD
Regionally, and to an even larger extent locally, the energy supply source
distribution can differ significantly from the global average. Figure xi shows the
national primary energy supply of the OECD countries 2011 according to IEA
data.
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Figure xi. National primary energy consumption of the OECD countries, 2011, IEA data, the green
area highlights greenhouse-gas neutral energy sources. Figure adapted from Energy Balances of
OECD Countries, IEA/OECD Paris, 2012.

Figure xi shows that countries that heavily rely upon nuclear-based power
production are also among the countries that seem to rely least upon fossil fuels.
This has two reasons: One being obvious; that the nuclear power supply
significant amounts of for example Sweden’s, France’s and Switzerland’s
electricity, thus reducing the need for power from fossil fuels; the other, maybe
less obvious reason, is that the loss of energy in the nuclear power plant
conversion process is so large that the role of the nuclear power seem larger than
it is, compared to other energy sources/technologies with higher
conversion/system efficiencies. This is illustrated in Figure xii, showing the
amount of useful energy from the major sources of energy supply in Sweden.
Sweden
Sweden - the country where the work of present Ph.D. work was carried out combine being one of the OECD leaders in: Nuclear power production (only
behind France); biofuel- and waste-based energy production (being only behind
Finland); and hydropower (only behind Norway, Canada, and New Zeeland). The
diverse set of non-CO2 driving production technologies results in a - from a global
and OECD country perspective – low dependence on fossil fuels. Still, probably
nothing would paralyze Sweden more than a disruption of the petroleum supply,
since Sweden’s transport sector, just as practically every other country in the
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world, relies almost exclusively on petroleum products. However, from a national
energy system point of view, Sweden is one of few countries globally, where a
large-scale introduction of electrified vehicles would be positive from an
environmental point of view. In contrast, most other countries in the world,
having the electricity production dominated by net-CO2 generating energy
sources, would do significantly better to totally eliminate the use of fossil fuel for
electricity production, before they introduce electrified vehicles, since the total
net CO2 emission is lower from for example a car driven on diesel, than from an
electrified car driven with electricity from a fossil-based energy system.
In Sweden, the renewable energy supply (biofuels, wastes, hydro, wind, and
thermal sources) make up for 36% of the total national energy supply. Adding
nuclear energy to this group of non-greenhouse-effect driving energy sources,
above 70 % of Sweden’s total energy supply is covered by low net CO2-generating
energy sources. Also, almost 100 % of the electric power generation in Sweden
are none-fossil based 32. An interesting fact is that the primary energy
consumption of Sweden has actually decreased from the year of 2004 to 2016
with an annual average of 0.5 %, according to data from the Swedish energy
agency 30. This reduction of the primary energy consumption runs in parallel with
both an increase of the population and a strong economic development. To
replace the 30 % of fossil fuel in Sweden’s energy supply, it would take only
around 10 years with a renewable growth rate equal to the one used for the global
estimations above (6.2 % annually; again not considering the need for efficient
energy carriers). However, for an already well-developed energy system, an
annual increase of over 6 % renewables is probably hard to reach without the
introduction of exceptionally well planned and aggressive governmental
regulations.
When looking at Sweden’s global environmental impact, the consumption of nonenergy goods imported from other countries must be included. Swedes, generally
having high salaries that are used for excessive levels of consumption, contribute
to a major use of fossil fuels in manufacturing countries. In other words, Sweden
looks great with respect to the national greenhouse gas net-emissions, while
driving major greenhouse gas emissions in countries like China and India.
In 2015 Sweden’s total energy supply was 525 TWh. Figure xii shows the energy
supply distribution. The final use of the various sources is also illustrated in the
figure. Biomass together with peat and fossil-based waste accounted for 148 TWh,
equivalent to 28 % of the national energy supply, which can be put in relation to
the 16 TWh of wind power. As indicated in Figure xii, the major part of the
biomass energy conversion is done via combustion processes, having high total
efficiencies, but relatively low electrical power generation efficiencies. Thus, the
large-scale combustion processes with integrated steam cycles and turbines
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generated “only” 14.6 TWh of Sweden’s electricity, which is approximately on par
with today’s wind power electricity generation in Sweden. To increase the
electricity production in waste- and biomass incineration processes is one of the
major challenges within the area of biomass energy utilization. In order to achieve
that, a better fundamental understanding of combustion processes and ash- fluegas – and construction material interaction is needed, as well as to improve the
process integration of the energy system as a whole, from the source of the raw
material/fuel to the final use of the produced power.

Figure xii. Energy Supply Sweden 2015 (525 TWh) according to Swedish national energy statistics
“Energiläget 2017”, including final energy use. The energy distribution between work and losses for
petroleum is based on an assumed average efficiency of 35 %.

One highly interesting feature of large-scale stationary biomass combustion
processes, is that if they are equipped with technology for CO2 removal- and
storage (often called carbon capture and storage), one can use biomass
combustion or gasification as a means to capture and remove CO2- from the
atmosphere in an industrial scale. CO2-removal technologies, improved
efficiencies in electrical power generation, and the development of bio-refineries
(also producing non-energy products from biomass) with integrated incineration
processes, hopefully will make out major parts of the future biomass utilizationand research efforts.
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From a global perspective, one person can do little to affect the overall change.
However, from a regional-, national-, and local perspective, each person can do
increasingly more - too, in the end, personally affect the global outcome.
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1 Introduction
The aggravating effects of greenhouse gas net emissions on global warming,
stricter regulations concerning waste handling and landfills, and the pursuit of
ever cheaper ways of heat- and power production, are all important factors
driving the introduction of various waste- and biomass fractions in incineration
plants.
The present work is a scientific and industrial contribution to the transition from
today’s net CO2 generating energy system - to a more CO2-neutral and costefficient one. This is done by the generation of new knowledge concerning
mechanisms of ash transformation and alloy degradation in a co-fired circulating
fluidized bed (CFB) boiler using a novel and environmentally friendly biomassbased fuel mix. The knowledge gained is applied to the industrial scale
incineration plant in focus, to verify the research results, and to improve the
boiler reliability, availability, and cost-efficiency - resulting in a significant
reduction of the CO2 net-emissions from an energy conversion system point of
view.

1.1

Biomass- and Waste Combustion Energy Systems –
Some Techno-Economic and Environmental Aspects

While the introduction of challenging fuels in incineration plants often appear
economically and environmentally favorable, the risk for boiler wear and
operational problems often increase with an increased complexity of the fuel mix.
This makes it increasingly important for the plant operators to have access to
fundamental knowledge concerning ash transformation, fuels- and fuel blending
strategies, emission and flue gas control, and, materials and corrosion. Without
this knowledge, potentially economically and environmentally favorable fuels
might instead cause a lowered biomass boiler reliability, efficiency, and
availability, resulting in economic loss, and from a systems point of view also a
negative impact on the environment.
To understand the environmentally and economically adverse effects of limited
biomass boiler availability, one needs to understand how systems for heat and
power production generally are set up. Typically, the direct variable costs (DVC)
for heat and electricity production based on solid biomass fuel combustion is
about 3-5 times lower than the costs for a fossil fuel-oil based boiler in Sweden.
On the other hand, the investment cost for the construction of a solid fuel biomass
boiler is typically 3-5 times higher than the costs of an “equivalent” fuel-oil based
boiler, resulting in a much higher capital cost for the solid biomass fuel boiler.
This is why today's cost-effective and secure energy conversion systems, at least
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in Sweden, often use solid biomass- and waste boilers as base-load units, and fueloil or natural gas boilers as backup and peak power units.
Figure 1 illustrates how the rather efficient heat supply system of the Perstorp
Industrial site, in Perstorp, Sweden, is operated. This production system consists
of one biomass and waste firing CFB boiler (P6), two fuel oil boilers (P4, P5), one
boiler that can be used either for fuel oil or liquid waste (P8), and excess heat
steam generators in a number of formaldehyde production plants. For a costeffective and environmentally friendly steam generation in this conversion
system, the available excess heat sources are always used as a base load,
supplemented by energy from the - at the moment - most cost-effective boiler(s).
Generally liquid waste is buffered in storage tanks to allow peak power heat
production using waste instead of fossil fuel oil. During major revisions of the
CFB biomass boiler, or when the liquid waste runs out, fossil fuel oil is used
during limited periods of time, to guarantee the continuous supply of heat to the
production site. In all, the most challenging task in strive to optimize this energy
system is to maximize the reliability and availability of the biomass and wastefired CFB boiler suffering from a multitude of breakdown mechanisms resulting
in heavy wear.

Figure 1. Perstorp industrial site steam generation, ton per hour (tph) on Y-axis.
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Figure 2 exemplifies the vast difference in DVC between fossil fuel oil and the
Perstorp biomass- and waste fuel-mix. This difference in energy conversion cost
highlights the importance to maximize the CFB boiler availability.

Figure 2. Specific direct variable cost (DVC) including fuel, electricity use, chemicals and emission
fees. The right column also includes the variable maintenance cost of the Co-firing CFB boiler.

The traditional definition of “total direct variable cost” mirrors the overall
variable operational cost of for example oil- and natural gas-fired heat- and power
producing units fairly well, but does not come close to describe the overall
variable operating cost of a solid co- or waste fired boiler. Figure 3 shows the
major operational costs of the 50 MWth CFB boiler studied in present work, and
highlights the significance of maintenance costs resulting from rapid wear in solid
waste- and co-fired boilers (also illustrated by the right bar of Figure 2). The wear
is directly affected by the fuels selected. Therefore, the maintenance cost, that to
a large extent is variable, needs to be included in the overall cost-analysis. The
maintenance cost of the CFB boiler, shown in Figure 2, increase the overall
variable cost with approximately 40 % compared to the traditional definition of
DVC.
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Figure 3. Variable costs of the 50 MWth CFB boiler operation co-combusting slaughterhouse waste,
peat, RDF, forest fuel and industrial wastewater treatment sludgeChallenges of Biomass- and
Waste Combustion.

The process of combustion is generally based on the exothermal conversion of
carbon and hydrogen containing molecules, and achieved by heating a mixture of
a combustible with an excess amount of oxygen to ensure “complete” oxidation.
In biomass, in contrast to fossil fuels, a significant part of the biomass molecules
consist of oxygen bound via high-energy chemical bindings, which means that a
part of the oxygen needed for complete oxidation of biomass is already included
in the fuel. The oxygen in biomass results in a reduced need for combustion air,
and thus, in higher thermal efficiency of the combustion process, as less
combustion air and thus ballast molecular N2 needs to be heated by the
combustion process. Figure 4 displays the periodic system where the exclusively
advantageous biomass elemental constituents are highlighted with green rings.
In the same figure, a number of elements that might cause operational difficulties
if present in excess, is marked in red and grey. It is the presence of the latter that
complicate the seemingly rather basic process of combustion, into something that
man-kind still strive to handle, both scientifically- and industrially. The red rings
in Figure 4 denote elements present in significant amounts in the Perstorp CFB
boiler process; the grey rings elements that often occur in waste firing boilers in
general.
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Figure 4. The periodic table of elements, green denotes “wanted” elements, red elements that occur
in significant concentration in the Perstorp CFB fuel mix, and gray elements frequently occurring
in municipal waste fractions.

In 2006 slaughterhouse waste, residue derived fuels (RDF), industrial
wastewater treatment sludge (sludge) and various fractions of industrial waste
were introduced in the Perstorp CFB boiler, dramatically increasing the amount
of Na, K, Ca, P, S, Cl, N supplied to the Perstorp incineration process. Figure 5
shows how the number of boiler shutdowns increased as a result from the novel
fuel mix, resulting in rapid deposit buildup, heavy ash accumulation, and
corroding boiler tubes and vortex finders (VFs). An excessive and expensive use
of fossil fuel oil in the energy systems backup-boilers followed. In addition, the
CFB boiler also suffered from less acute - but expensive - dew point corrosion and
clogged up flue gas cleaning equipment, not illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Annual boiler shutdowns caused by failures, during the period 2004 to 2008.
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In an attempt to address the operational difficulties, an initial knowledge review
was made, showing that the mechanistic understanding needed to successfully
use this novel and complex fuel mix was missing both industrially and within
academia.

1.2

Objective

The objective of this work has been to mechanistically elucidate the most adverse
effects of the Perstorp CFB Boiler flue gas system, to enable a qualified adaptation
of fuel-mixing, materials selection, corrosion control, and operational guidelines;
to enable successful and cost-effective operation of CFB incineration processes
using novel fuel mixes resembling the Perstorp fuel mix (see Figure 9 for a
summary of the Perstorp fuel mix).

1.3

Thesis Organization

Section 2 Overall Methodology and Experimental of this thesis is limited to a
principal description of the methodology used, and a description of the CFB boiler
used through all parts of the thesis work. Specific methods and experimental are
described in each subsection of section 3 Compilation - Specific Methods,
Experimental, Results and Discussions. Some further details can be found in the
appended Papers.
The work was initiated after an introduction of waste derived fuels significantly
had lowered the availability, reliability and cost efficiency of the Perstorp
industrial scale CFB boiler. This change of fuel caused a series of failures having
unclear failure mechanisms and component failure frequencies. The work was
therefore initiated with a screening where the boiler availability and the specific
component failure distribution was recorded. The aim of this initial part of the
work was to pinpoint the primary areas of interest for the following research
efforts, and clarify some basic aspects of the fireside process, such as;
temperatures, principal boiler design parameters; elemental mass balance of the
boiler fuel, ash, ash-deposits, and flue gas. The summary of this initial part of the
thesis work is found in section 3.1 and is described in detail in Paper I.
Based on this detailed definition of the challenges, an effort was made to elucidate
critical issues of ash transformation and chemical speciation, the interaction
between ash-, deposits-, flue gas and construction material. In addition, possible
means of process control, and some issues of deposit maturation and corrosion
were addressed. This phase of the work was initiated with a literature review and
a knowledge gap analysis, presented in section 3.2. The aim of the following
research efforts of this Ph.D. work was to fill in these gaps.
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The work described in sections 3.1 Defining the Challenges of a Co-firing
50MWth CFB Boiler (Paper I), 3.2 Knowledge Gap Analysis, and 3.3 Ash
Transformation, Process Control, and Boiler Availability (Paper II), altogether
generated a good enough basis of understanding of the incineration process and
material interaction to address all major reliability issues of the Perstorp CFB
boiler except for one: The life-span of the CFB boiler cyclone vortex finders (VFs)
which still was limited to a maximum of 1.5 years. This caused exaggerated
maintenance costs and increased risks for unplanned boiler shutdown.
The problems with the short-lived VFs where therefore specifically addressed in
the next steps of this Ph.D. project. Based on a series of alloy exposure studies,
methods for quantitative evaluation of heavily affected alloy material and alloy
life-span estimations/extrapolation were developed, and some recommendations
regarding alloy selection for the CFB VF application was formulated. This part of
the work is summarized in the 3.4 section and described in detail in Paper III. An
in-depth analysis of the degradation mechanisms of the best performing alloys
(310S, 800H/HT and 600) followed.
The essence of this in-depth VF corrosion analysis was presented in Paper IV
titled Alloy degradation in a Co-firing Biomass CFB Vortex Finder Application
at 880 °C. In this thesis, an extended description of the VF corrosion mechanism
is made, including some additional information compared to the contents of
Paper IV, including:
a) A more thorough literature review of high-temperature corrosion issues
than the one found in Paper IV is found in section 3.2.2.3.
b) The sub-section 3.5.2.1 results of equilibrium calculations of the
corrosion study are explicitly presented and discussed.
c) Finally in the section 3.5.4, issues as; scale buildup and defect formation,
diffusion in austenite, and alloy elemental segregation are discussed.
The sections 3.6 Final Remarks, and 0 Conclusions and Recommendations
summarize the conclusions from the four Papers and the extended material
included in this thesis.
The industrial implementations made in the CFB boiler during the period
September 2007 to December 2013, based on the findings presented in Paper I
and Paper II was covered in Appendix A of the Licentiate Thesis published in
20141. In the Final Remarks section of this thesis (3.6), the full-scale
implementations made since December 2013 is summarized. Appendix B of the
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Licentiate thesis contain full-scale boiler photographs from principally important
parts of the boiler, for use as future reference.
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2 Overall Methodology and Experimental
2.1

Methodology

The approach of this work has been to identify key mechanisms critical for
successful biomass- and waste utilization in CFB boilers. Thus, one strive has
been to generate knowledge based on “basic scientific principles”, implying that
rule-of-thumbs, indexes, empirical factors, and/or other non-mechanistic
approaches have been minimized. To elucidate key mechanisms, established
knowledge from the area of mechanical engineering and energy conversion was
combined with knowledge gained using scientific methods and analytical
techniques; to elucidate issues of e.g. elemental mass balances, deposit buildup,
ash transformation chemistry, cooled container material interaction, and hightemperature alloy corrosion at glowing conditions. The scientific approach
included; a systematic literature review of related work; the use of scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) equipped with energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)
for elemental compositional- and morphological analysis, and of X-ray powder
diffraction (XRD) for identification of crystalline material, and utilization of
software for chemical equilibrium calculation for the investigation of possible
pathways of reaction for different conditions, elemental mixtures and local
equilibriums. These methods are used similarly for both ash- and deposit sample
analyses, as well as for alloy construction material sample analyses. Some vendor
made analysis have also been done, including various methods of induced plasma
spectroscopy to characterize the elemental composition of fuel and additives, and
laser diffraction-based particle size analysis of fly ash.
Figure 6 describes the disciplines in focus of the present Ph.D. work. The less
color-saturated areas illustrates that there seem to be relatively unexplored
interfaces in-between the traditional disciplines of research. The cloud-formed
edges of the thesis-work symbol of Figure 6 illustrate that the thesis work pursued
knowledge along with a limited number of paths within each discipline.
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Figure 6. The disciplinary orientation of this Ph.D. work, the less color-saturated interface inbetween the traditional disciplines of research, highlights relatively unexplored areas of knowledge.

The Ph.D. work was initiated with an identification and quantification screening
of the dominating operational challenges caused by the novel fuel mix of the
Perstorp CFB boiler. This screening, together with other basic knowledge needed
to initiate an evidence-based improvement project using scientific methods, was
published in Paper I. In the following Papers (II-IV), these challenges are defined
further, and investigated in an attempt to build a mechanistic understanding of
each problem.
The multidisciplinary approach visualized in Figure 6, together with the
combined aspects of academia and industry, have guaranteed that the knowledge
generated during this Ph.D. project was put into proper perspective and that the
applicability of the results is high. In parallel to the Ph.D. work, the knowledge
gained has been used to perform over 50 improvement tasks- and projects.

2.2

Description of the CFB Boiler

The Perstorp CFB boiler was built in 1991 for combustion of forest fuels, peat, and
coal. Figure 7 shows a principal overview of the main boiler components and
positions for fuel and additive addition and ash removal.
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Figure 7. Boiler system overview; points A, B and C denote positions with principally different flue
gas emission levels.

In 2005 the boiler was modified to enable co-combustion of waste derived fuels
according to the European waste directive [32]. The modifications include a
refractory lining of the tube panel furnace walls and roof, enabling furnace
combustion temperatures above 850 ºC during a minimum fuel particle
residence time of 2 s.
The furnace of the boiler is 18.5 m high with a rectangular base of 3x6.5 m (Figure
8). Combustion air is forced via the plenum through primary air nozzles (PAN) in
the bottom of the furnace. Re-circulated flue gas is forced through nozzles in the
furnace walls 0.1 m above the PAN. Secondary air is added through secondary air
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nozzles (SAN) positioned in the boiler walls 2.5 m above the PAN, and the
conditions become globally oxidizing. Between the two air stages, fuel, bed
material, and additive are supplied. Recirculated bed material, burning fuel
particles and coarse ash re-enter the furnace via the Loop seals (LS). The mean
cross-sectional flue gas velocity varies between 3.5 and 6.5 m/s in the furnace,
resulting in a furnace resident time between 2.3 s and 4.2 s between the SAN and
the furnace exit/cyclone tangential inlets (CTI). The mean velocity of the flue gas
in the furnace during this work have was 4.7 - 4.9 m/s. The collection of sample
material to the initial boiler effect and ash chemistry studies (Paper I and II) was
collected in 2009. During the 9 months of operation before the sampling, the
boiler furnace top temperature varied between 860-920 °C. Since 2010, when
new thermos-wells were installed from the roof of the furnace, the furnace top
temperature has been kept more stable, varying around 880 °C during the vortex
finder (VF) alloy exposure studies (Paper III-IV), see Table 2 for details.

Figure 8. Overview of the furnace, cyclones with vortex finders and main heat transfer areas ©
Valmet Power.
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In the top of the furnace, the flue gases tangentially enter the two parallel cyclones
(designated as left and right cyclone). Flue gas together with particles smaller
than the cyclone cut-off diameter of approximately 120 µm, passes through the
vortex finders (VF’s) of the cyclones and exits through the cyclone exits (CE) into
the top section of the vertical draft containing the main heat transfer areas. Larger
(relatively heavy) particles are recirculated to the furnace via the loop Seals (LS).
The tangential cyclone inlets (CTI) are rectangular ports that measure 3 m
(height) x 1.2 m (width) each (Figure 8). The average flue gas velocity in the inlets
is approximately 14 m/s. Since 2010, there are thermocouples (Type K calibrated
at 850 ºC) dedicated to the surveillance of the cyclone inlet temperatures (TC).
Gasified ammonia is injected into the flue gas in the CTIs, (see NH3 in Figure 8)
for reduction of nitrogen oxides (NOx). The ammonia is injected approximately
1.8 m upstream the windward surface of VF’s, resulting in an average residence
time of just above 0.1 s before reaching the VF’s. The injection was active during
3100 h of the 8 000 h alloy exposure study.
At maximum gas velocity in the furnace (6.5 m/s) the aerodynamic boundary
layer around fuel-, ash- and bed particles are generally laminar. The drag
coefficient is therefore rather high. A rough estimate shows that hot flue gas
moving upwards at 6.5 m/s entrains sand particles up to a size of 600 µm. The
corresponding limit for the entrainment of sand particles at the average crosssectional velocity in the furnace 4.7 m/s is 300 µm. Considering the non-uniform
nature of the gas flow in a large-scale CFB furnace, entrainment of even larger
particles is possible. In the inlet of the cyclones, these particles are accelerated
along with the flue gas, which reaches an average velocity of 14 m/s in the cyclone
inlets. This increase the number and kinetic energy of the entrained solid
particles that collide with the VF alloy surface. Hard and relatively heavy bed sand
and ash particles contribute to surface erosion and erosion enhanced corrosion
of the alloy, while the burning particles can stick to the surface making the alloy
surface locally reducing and carburizing.
The cyclones have an inner diameter of 3.5 m and a length of approximately 10 m
excluding the dip leg and loop seals. The cyclones have conical VFs that are 2 500
mm high in total, protruding 2 000 mm down into the cyclone, having a
minimum diameter of 1350 mm and a maximum diameter of 1617 mm.
The wall thickness of the VF’s is 10 mm. In addition, 8 mm thick reinforcement
plates cover the lowest 2000 mm 180 degrees outer circumference of the VF’s,
resulting in a total VF alloy plate thickness of 18 mm where incoming particles
collide with the VF’s and the wear is most severe. Stabilizing support rings are
mounted on three levels on the VFs.
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The walls of the furnace and cyclones are cooled, and the inner walls are protected
with brick and injection mold compound (IMC). The metallic VFs in the two
parallel cyclones are neither cooled nor protected by brick or IMC.
The vertical draft has a cross-section of approximately 2.1x6.4 m and contains:
tertiary superheater (TSH), secondary superheater (SSH), primary superheater
(PSH), upper vaporizer (UV), lower vaporizer (LV), and economizer- 4, 3, 2, 1
(Eco4, Eco3, Eco2, Eco1). A fifth economizer (Eco0) is positioned in the flue gas
duct that connects the vertical draft with the particle removal system. All heat
exchangers in the vertical draft use the countercurrent principle - except for the
TSH which is of the co-current type to protect the superheater tube material from
overheating- and have horizontally oriented tubes. The boiler tube dimensions
and construction material are specified in Table 1. The final temperature and
pressure of the steam exiting the lower part of the TSH are 465 °C and 65 bar g
respectively. The temperature of the boiler feed water entering the lower part of
Eco0 is 125 °C.
Table 1. Construction material and tube dimension of the main fireside components (for steel grade
compositions see for example Lai 13).
Position

Original construction
material

Outer diameter/wall
thickness [mm]

Furnace tubes

Alloy steel 1330

60.3/5.6

Furnace brick

SiC-compound

Cyclone and draft walls

Alloy steel 1330

60.3/4.5

Cyclone vortex finders

Alloy steel 253MA

1300/14.7 (average)

TSH, SSH

Alloy steel T22

33.7/5

PSH

Alloy steel T18

33.7/4.5

UV, LV, Economizers

Alloy steel 1330

33.7/4

The TSH, SSH, PSH, UV, and LV each have a centered rotary soot blower to the
left of the access hatches (Figure 8) with nozzles positioned about 0.4 m above
the top row tubes of each heat exchanger. Soot blowers in the economizers are
none-rotating with a multi-nozzle setup directed downstream, only cleaning the
heat exchanger below each blower.
The draft containing the heat transfer areas was followed by a particle removal
system consisting of a pre-separation stage of multi-cyclone (MC) batteries
followed by a fabric filter (FF) until September 2011 (during which the work of
the two first articles was made). The 288 cyclones in the batteries have
approximately a length of 1m and a diameter of 0.2 m at their widest point. The
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partially cleaned flue gas was led to the FF for further cleaning, and the separated
coarse fly ash was collected in hoppers positioned beneath the MC. The FF had a
total area of 3034 m2 and consisted of vertically hanging filter hoses 5.8 m long
with a diameter of 0.15 m. When a certain pressure drop was reached over the
hoses, they were cleaned with air jets from the clean gas side of the filter, and the
formed ash cake was released from the filter surface to a hopper below. Ash from
the hoppers below the MC and FF was fluidized and transported by pressurized
air to shared fly ash (FA) silo.
The original particle removal system and flue gas ducts in Perstorp suffered
heavily from dew point corrosion. Atmospheric air entering the system through
failing steel walls resulted in a dilution of the flue gas. Approximately 30 % of the
gas flow downstream the particle removal system was made out of the air that is
forced through the failing walls due to the sub-atmospheric pressure of the flue
gas system. In September 2011 a new one stage bag house flue gas filter and flue
gas ducts with their design optimized for the Perstorp CFB boiler process was
commissioned.
The flue gas filter is followed by a flue gas fan after which the flue gas is split into
two separate flows; 15-20 % of the total volume flow (in average) are led back to
the bottom of the furnace via a flue gas recirculation fan, while the remaining part
of the gas is led into the wet gas scrubber. The latter stream is analyzed for
particles, NH3, H2O, volatile organic compounds (VOC) and CO. Caustic solution
is added to the scrubber water to keep the pH at a constant level and enable
simultaneous absorption of NH3, SO2, and HCl. The flue gas that exits the
scrubber is analyzed for NOx, SO2, CO, NH3, H2O, HF, and HCl.
The fuel types fired in the boiler, and their approximate contribution to the fuel
mix is presented in Figure 9.

Figure 9. The relative contribution to the fuel mix shown as the contribution to the total wet and dry
mass, energy content (lower heating value), and ash content, adapted from ref 2.
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The animal waste fraction should not be mistaken for feedlot waste. This animal
waste fraction consists of slaughterhouse-waste and fallen stock that is crushed
and ground to a slurry, which contains relatively high levels of alkali metals,
nitrogen, and chlorine. Detailed information about, e.g., fuel composition, ash
and bed material particle size, deposit elemental composition, an elemental mass
balance of the boiler system (including fuel-, flue gas-, ash-, and deposits), and
the fuel mix effects on the boiler availability can be found in Paper I Information
about the ash transformation, thermochemical control of the furnace chemistry,
the interaction between flue gas-, fly ash-, deposits- and container material can
be found in Paper II. Limestone is added together with peat to control the amount
of excess sulfur (SO2) in the flue gas.
The flue gas composition during the system and ash transformation work are
shown in Table 2. The process conditions of the exposure study part of the work
are shown in Table 3. The emission levels are presented in the respective unit to
be in line with the respective Papers.
Table 2. Minimum, average, and maximum flue gas concentrations measured upstream the flue gas
filter; and the calculated maximum concentrations based on fuel composition analysis; during the
“defining the challenges” and the “ash transformation and process control” work (paper I and II).
The NO concentration calculated only include fuel N.
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Table 3. Average flue gas composition (volume fraction) downstream heat exchanger section,
furnace and cyclone inlet gas velocities, and temperature (temperature from right cyclone). 20th
and 90th refer to the respective percentile. Data representative for alloy exposure studies during the
period 2010-2016.

Table 3 shows a downstream NH3 slip of in average 13 ppm, but it is unknown
how much of the short-lived ammonia that comes in contact with the alloy
surface of the VFs, the table also shows the maximum possible concentration of
NH3 as a result of the fuel conversion and NH3 injection for NOx-reduction.
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3 Compilation - Specific Methods,
Experimental, Results and Discussions
3.1

Defining the Challenges of a Co-firing 50MWth CFB
Boiler (Paper I)

The issues covered in this section are mainly a summary of Paper I.
3.1.1 Experimental and Methods
The boiler description in section 2.2 is a central part of the experimental section
of this work. The experimental details are given in the subsections below.
In 2007, it became apparent that the steadily increasing failure frequency and
boiler shutdown costs (Figure 5) were not sustainable, an initial screening of
available literature was performed to search for work broadly addressing failure
distribution, ash transformation, corrosion, and mass balances for boilers firing
fuel with significant amounts of P, Ca, Na, K, Ca, Si, Cl, S and N. As no such
information was found describing a similar fuel mix and boiler setup, the next
step of the thesis work were to:
a) Analyze the boiler failure and preventive maintenance statistics and
economic losses.
b) To perform elemental analysis of fuels, additives, bottom ash, fly ash,
and a number of fireside deposits.
c) To analyze the flue gas composition in several positions.
The compositional data was used to establish a mass balance of the process, which
was needed to understand the basics of the ash-transformation reactions of the
fireside boiler system, and to give indications of possible mechanisms triggering
failures and/or increased wear, or other adverse effects on the boiler system. The
boiler failure and preventive maintenance statistics highlighted the challenges
that needed to be addressed.
3.1.2 Fuels and Additives
Of the around 20 different fuel fractions, bed material, and additives fed to the
furnace of the Perstorp boiler (Table 3, Paper I), 13 lacked reliable information
regarding elemental composition. Samples of these 13 fractions were collected
and sent to an accredited laboratory for analysis mainly by inductively coupled
plasma (ICP) standard methods. To make the composition data manageable, the
fuel fractions were divided into groups, called fuel types. Using fuel weight data,
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the contribution of each fuel type and additive to the fuel-mix was calculated, see
Figure 9. The figure describes each fuel type from four different perspectives.
The elemental contribution of each fuel type is illustrated in Figure 10. The sum
of all data bars is 100 mol%. It is generally accepted that high amounts of for
example Cl, K, and Na in fuels means a high potential for operational problems
and that the presence of for example Si, Ca, S and P in the fuel can be both positive
and negative in a combustion process. This is discussed in some detail in Paper II
and summarized in the mechanistic part of this thesis.
The result from the fuel fraction ash content analysis shown in Figure 9, should
be handled with care since the ashing of separate fuel fractions by heating to
550°C according to standard procedures likely does not reflect the co-combustion
fuel mix ash correctly. At 550°C, carbonates originating from the biomass do not
decompose completely, and, other carbonates might form. Also, a possible lack of
reactants (when ashing each fuel-type separately) probably leads to volatilization
of major ash-forming elements that instead would form less volatile species in a
“real” process where multiple fractions are mixed.

Figure 10. Molar contributions to the (potentially) ash-forming elements from the different fuel
types and additives.
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One of the conclusions that can be drawn from the data sets presented in Figure
9 and Figure 10 is that the animal waste contributes to around 36 mass% of the
ash, but only 13% of the primary energy content of the fuel mix. Animal waste also
contains a lot of the generally problematic Na, K, and Cl, making it a potentially
problematic fuel, which can cause economic loss, if not handled with great care
when introduced to a boiler.
3.1.3 Failure Statistics and Economic Loss
A thorough investigation including data collection from failure reports, process
data, interviews, maintenance documents, and old project descriptions was used
to generate the statistics shown in Figure 11. The figure shows the failure
distribution, and major maintenance tasks performed, on the principal
components of the boiler system. Figure 12 shows the accumulated economic loss
of each component during the period December 2006 to September 2011
calculated based on the recorded boiler downtime and the additional cost of using
fuel oil instead of biomass fuel. In Paper I, the nature of these failures and
maintenance tasks are described.

Figure 11. Boiler failures causing shutdowns and critical preventive measures performed in the
sections and components of the boiler ternary superheater (TSH), secondary superheater (SSH),
primary superheater (PSH), upper vaporizer (UV), lower vaporizer (LV), economizers 4, 3, 2, 1, and
0 (EcoX), particle removal system (PRS).
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Figure 12. Losses in MSEK during the period December 2006 - September 2011 caused by
operational problems for the different components; ternary superheater (TSH), secondary
superheater (SSH), primary superheater (PSH), upper vaporizer (UV), lower vaporizer (LV),
economizers 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0 (EcoX), particle removal system (PRS).

On the basis of the failure screening (Figure 11), the Cyclones (including the CFB
vortex finders), TSH, SSH, PSH, UV, LV, and Eco4 was identified as the primary
areas of interest, because of the large negative impact these component failures
had on the boiler availability and economy of the Perstorp energy conversion
system. Isolated incidents or incidents were the root-cause of the failure have
been addressed will not be further discussed in this work, why the furnace, Eco3,
Eco2, Eco1, Eco0, and the scrubber will not be subjects for any in-depth analysis.
3.1.4 Sampling and Analysis
Based on the positions of primary interest identified by the failure screening, ash
and deposit samples were collected from 16 positions of the flue gas system (see
x-axis of Figure 13 and Figure 8 for sample positions). Tube deposits were
collected from the windward side of the top tube row of each heat exchanger.
Elemental analysis was conducted on the prepared samples using a scanning
electron microscope (SEM) equipped with an energy dispersive spectroscopy
(EDS) unit, and the average deposit composition was determined. The data from
the SEM-EDS is shown in Figure 13, along with the flue gas and construction
material temperatures.
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Figure 13. Molar composition of ash and deposit samples (normalized data excluding O). The error
bars display the standard deviation of each analyzed sample. The lines connecting the data markers
are added to facilitate the interpretation of the figure and are not a part of the dataset.

The data presented in this figure indicate element associations, and allow
comparison of the chemical composition of each deposit to the fly ash
composition. Thus, it is possible to deduce, for example, which elements that are
involved in the deposit buildup, and deposit maturation.
Based on these datasets, it can be concluded that; P is strongly associated with
Ca; and that only S, Na, and K are enriched in mature tube deposits compared to
the fly ash composition. In addition to the sampling and analysis of deposits and
accumulated ash, information regarding thickness, hardness, and type of each
major deposit was recorded, and photos were taken for future reference. For
example in Figure 9, Paper I, it can be seen that the temperature of the flue gas is
the major parameter controlling the rate of deposit buildup in the boiler heat
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exchangers, the mechanisms of this buildup are discussed in Paper II. Also, the
tube temperature was found to affect the hardness and strength of the deposits,
and thus, also its resistance to soot blowing. The SEM analysis shows that no
pieces of ground bone, sand particles, or other relatively large flue gas particles
contribute directly to the deposit buildup. Figure 14 shows a cross-section of a
TSH deposit. The cross-section shows little systematic change with respect to the
distance to the cooled superheater tube. Instead, the multi-layered seemingly
random structure indicate the flue gas conditions surrounding the superheater
tubes vary between a number of reoccurring seemingly distinct conditions,
creating the layered structure.

Figure 14. Cross-section of ternary superheater (TSH) deposit from September 2009, the layered
structure of the deposit proves the non-steady-state nature of the combustion process.

Figure 15 shows a cross-section of a low alloy steel T22 alloy (secondary
superheater (SSH) tube, cut out after fireside high-pressure water cleaning. SEMEDS gave a Cl content of around 20wt % in the Cl-Fe rich part of the tube surface
scale, indicated by the middle arrow in the figure.
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Figure 15. Cross-section of secondary superheater (SSH) tube, May 2008, showing a thick iron
chloride layer between the oxide layer and T22 SHH tube alloy. The original outer diameter of the
tube is 33.7mm and the original metal thickness 5 mm. The windward side of the tube is directed
upwards in the image.

The elemental composition data (Figure 13), the analysis of a damaged SSH-tube
(Figure 15), the failure frequency statistics (Figure 11), the boiler design
information and construction material data (Table 1), and the deposit growth
data (Figure 9, Paper I) together indicate how the process and design parameters
affect the overall boiler availability. For example, it is shown that:
a) The failure frequency is especially high (up to 0.6 mm/week) in the
SSH, where (1) rapid chloride-rich windward deposit buildup is
combined with (2) high construction material temperature and (3)
windward soot blowing. In areas where one of these factors is
removed, a more moderate material loss could be seen.
b) In the superheaters suffering from high corrosion rates, only limited
sections are affected. Thus, only sections of the superheaters need to
be built in more corrosion-resistant and expensive material. The
areas suffering from rapid material loss are also subject to high
deposit rates. In the SSH, neither material loss nor substantial
deposit buildup can be seen downstream of a well-defined flue gas
temperature limit.
c) The failure screening also shows that the majority of the tube failures
are associated with soot blowing, even where the material
temperature and/or deposit buildup rate are not critical. In addition,
the screening shows that the soot blowers should be placed,
designed, and tuned individually to be well adapted to the conditions
in each position.
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d) The frequent tube failures in Eco4 were partly an effect of a rapid
deposit buildup in TSH and SSH as a result of the vertical heat
exchanger draft. As deposits fell down from these SH blocked the
flue gas path, limiting the soot blowers cleaning effect and also
affected the flue gas flow distribution, accelerating the flue gas and
solid ash particle velocity in parts of the heat-exchanger resulting in
erosion damages and tube failures.
e) Boilers built with vertical drafts having the main areas of deposit
buildup (superheaters) positioned above other heat exchangers with
more narrowly spaced tubes are a problematic design when fuels rich
in K, Na, S, and Cl are used.
The flue gas composition was measured with Fourier Transform InfraRed
spectroscopy (FTIR) upstream and downstream of the flue gas filter (Position A
and B in Figure 7) to quantify the flue gas composition from the furnace, and the
effects of the baghouse filter on the flue gas composition (Figure 16).

Figure 16. Measured flue gas composition upstream and downstream of the baghouse flue gas filter
(FF), concentrations presented as wet gas (wg).

During the measuring campaign, that Figure 16 is based on, no flue gas filter (FF)
additives were used, showing that the fly ash (FA) on the baghouse filter surface
itself, significantly reduced the HCl and NH3 levels. The effect of the FF and FA
on the flue gas emissions highlights both the importance of having measuring
equipment positioned upstream the FF in order to accurately control the furnace
chemistry, and is also of great importance when choosing flue gas cleaning
technique and in the dimensioning of baghouse filters. I.e., an increase in the
filtration area reduces the specific flue gas velocity proportionally, and the
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pressure drop exponentially, allowing significantly more FA on the baghouse
filter surface and a more effective usage of FA as “free of cost” sorbent limiting
the requirement of expensive hydrated lime and/or sodium carbonate for the
removal of gaseous acid emissions. Based on these results, a modern baghouse
filter was built in Perstorp 2011, using a filtration area of 4 070 m2 instead of a
more conventional 3200 m2. This increased the cost of the filter project by less
than 2 % while significantly increasing the removal efficiency of the filter. It
should also be pointed out that if an electrostatic precipitator particle filter
technique had been chosen, the free-of-cost FA sorption effect would be lost,
resulting in more complex and expensive down-stream flue gas cleaning
equipment.
The results of the flue gas composition analysis (Table 2) and the layered
structure of the tube deposits (exemplified by the TSH deposit in Figure 14) show
that the intermittent feed of the various fuel types (lack of proper fuel storage and
fuel mixing) and the use of heterogeneous fuels, create strong variations in the
boilers flue gas and particle composition over time. These “out of control”
variations underlines the importance of having online flue gas measurements in
order to both verify the quality of incoming fuel and to be able to optimize the
boiler operation to reduce for example high-temperature corrosion and
emissions, and deposit composition.
Ammonium chloride crystals were found downstream the FF as a result of
thermal bridges and atmospheric air leaking into the flue gas system, lowering
the temperature of the flue gas and surfaces enough to allow crystal growth. This
precipitation resulted in elevated corrosion rates on the flue gas duct and clean
gas chamber walls. The precipitation of these crystals also interfered with the dust
emission measurements of the boiler which limited the amount of waste fuels that
could be combusted as a result of exceeded environmental limits, which in turn,
lead to a higher fuel cost.
3.1.5 Mass Balance
A mass balance of the boiler system was made using fuel, bottom ash, fly ash, flue
gas, deposits and flue gas elemental composition together with the recorded mass
of respective fraction Figure 17 (also figure 12, Paper I).
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Figure 17. The elemental mass balance of the boilers ash-forming elements during the 9 months
operation of the boiler. The blue bars include both fuels and additives including bed sand, limestone,
and ammonia added to the furnace. The purple bar is based on the measurement campaign of the
flue gas composition downstream the flue gas filter (upstream the wet gas scrubber).

General conclusions from this mass balance are that:
a) Only around 1 wt % of the ash-forming elements (excluding N) entering
the boiler exits the FF as gaseous species.
b) The total mass of accumulated ash and deposits in the flue gas system
(between the CFB cyclones and the FF) sums up to just above 1 mass%
of the total amount of fly ash passing through the system.
c) Based on the low accumulation of ash in the system, it can be concluded
that the accumulation of specific elements in heat exchangers are too
small to affect the overall average flue gas elemental composition.
Therefore, major differences in the deposit buildup in for example two
heat exchangers positioned in series, cannot be a result of changes in
the flue gas average elemental composition.
d) 95% of the nitrogen added to the process via fuels and additives exits
the process as molecular N2 (g).
Previous work Piotrowska et al. (2010) 3 established a clear relationship between
the level of gaseous alkali chlorides in the flue gas, and the rate of deposit buildup
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in the superheaters. The ratio [measured HCl (g) upstream of the flue gas filter]/
[calculated maximum HCl (g) from fuel] can, therefore, be used to make a
qualitative assessment of a combustion system for a specific fuel mix. A ratio close
to one indicates that nearly all Cl from the fuel is kept in the form of HCl (g), not
contributing to the formation of problematic alkali chlorides, thus making the
problem-free operation more likely. This reasoning and the conclusion in c) above
related to the mass balance, is crucial for the elucidation of deposit buildup
mechanisms and governing parameters. The mechanisms of deposit buildup are
discussed in some detail in Paper II and are addressed in section 3.3 in this thesis.
3.1.6 Summarizing the Challenges of the Biomass Boiler
The events and costs summarized in Figure 11 and Figure 12, also considering the
elemental composition and general nature of each event, highlighted a number of
challenges that needed to be investigated further:
a) Chloride-rich ash deposits, soot blowing, and a lack of furnace
chemistry control causes high, and occasionally extreme corrosion rates
in upper part of SSH and lower part of TSH. Also, extreme deposit
growth causing severe blockage in TSH resulting in boiler shutdown.
b) The fact that flue gas ducts, Eko0, and particle removal system, as well
as the wet gas scrubber, suffered from dew-point corrosion, and
possibly also from the formation of hygroscopic salts.
c) Short-lived vortex finders (VFs) of the CFB cyclones that cause
excessive maintenance costs.
d) Erosion, either caused by soot-blowing and/or heat exchanger design,
or deposition and accumulation of ash resulting in excessive flue gas
velocities and ash particle erosion found in PSH, UV, LV, Eco4 - Eco1.
e) Based on early trials with slaughterhouse waste combustion, there is a
risk for bed agglomeration that needs to be considered.

3.2

Knowledge Gap Analysis

The challenges as summarized above gave rise to some rather broad questions,
which outlined the work with the next step literature review:
a) How does the overall ash speciation of the boiler system look like, and is
it possible to alter and control the combustion chemistry of this novel
fuel-mix to mitigate the severity of corrosion and deposit buildup,
without causing bed agglomeration or excessive levels of emissions?
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b) What are the breakdown mechanisms of the boiler components? Based
on these mechanisms - are there more appropriate alloys available in
order to reduce the rate of breakdown in the boiler?
c) Is it possible to adapt the soot-blowing and/or heat exchanger design to
better fit the specific positions in the boiler with respect to, i.e., deposit
composition, chemical speciation and materials interaction, aspects of
energy transport, fluid dynamics and mechanical considerations?
These questions accentuate that the most successful improvement work often is
multidisciplinary. However, by obtaining a mechanistic understanding regarding
ash transformation and alloy degradation mechanisms, issues like altering the
heat exchanger design, flow patterns, soot blowing parameters, adding tube
shields or extra insulation, etc. is quite straightforward; why it is the questions in
the first two bullets that are the focus of this work.
3.2.1

Ash Transformation in Fluidized Bed Boilers - Phosphorous,
Chlorine and Alkali Rich Fuels
This part of the literature review was performed during the period of 2007-2013
to find information regarding ash transformation in setups firing phosphorus,
chlorine and alkali-rich biomass fuels (including both sodium and potassium) in
fluidized bed boilers (FB) and especially to find information of means to control
the furnace chemistry and flue gas composition to reduce the negative fireside
impacts of the complex fuel mix. In order to recommend measures for full-scale
implementation, a broad understanding of the boiler system is crucial, since it is
required to understand how a given measure affects the whole boiler system from
both a techno-economical and an environmental point of view. The review
showed that extensive work had been performed to study local mechanisms and
limited chains of correlation relevant to ash-related problems in multi-fuel firing,
large-scale fluidized bed boilers. However, attempts to compile broader and more
complete models for understanding multi-fuel large-scale systems including
significant amounts of phosphorous was limited 3-6. The previous work is
summarized in some detail in the introduction of Paper I. The Perstorp boiler
system and fuel mix differed significantly from those previously studied. Thus,
further studies were necessary to clarify the ash transformation of the Perstorp
boiler, and to address the challenges at hand.
3.2.2
3.2.2.1

Alloy Selection and Corrosion of Biomass Boilers
Superheater Corrosion

Regarding the aspects of alloy selection in superheaters (SH) and direct means to
mitigate chloride-induced corrosion in biomass boilers, there were already
extensive knowledge available when this work was initiated in 2007, see for
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instance Warnqvist and Norrström (1976) 7, Lee and McNallan (1987) 8, Grabke
(1991) 9, Salmenoja (1996) 10, Davidsson et al. (2007) 11, Broström et al. (2007) 12,
Lai (2007) 13. In the Results and Discussion section of Paper II, some of the
previous work regarding chloride-induced corrosion, and the importance of the
sulfation of chlorides in biomass boiler applications are summarized. In this
thesis work, little effort was made to specifically address chloride-induced
corrosion and sulfation as an isolated phenomenon. Instead, the issues of
corrosion have been addressed from an overall ash transformation point of view,
focusing on how the overall fuel mix elemental composition affects the boiler
corrosion. Thus, an attempt to elucidate the fundamentals of ash transformation
and elemental interaction was made in Paper II, to find means to adjust and
control the flue gas composition and corrosion potential of a fuel mix via an
alteration of the fuel-mix as a whole, addressing the chemical interaction of all
major ash-forming elements at once. This approach contrasted to the bulk of
available work in the literature – which mostly focused on local effects of
elements such as Cl, S, K, Na, H2O, and O that directly affects the boiler corrosion
rate. A late addition to available literature regarding SH corrosion in waste to
energy (WTE) boilers, is the Ph.D. thesis by Sharobem (2016) 14, which contain
some interesting experimental work and an attempt to summarize methods for
mitigation of SH corrosion. This recent publication exemplifies that the overall
ash transformations effect on superheater corrosion are often neglected.
3.2.2.2

Vortex Finder Corrosion

As mentioned above, extensive studies have been made on alloy performance and
corrosion mechanisms regarding SH corrosion in biomass- and waste-fired
boilers focusing on material temperatures of typically 450-650 ºC 15-17. In terms
of the chemical composition of flue gas and ash, these studies are relevant also
for the VF application. However, the surface and alloy temperature in the VF
application is significantly higher, close to 900 ºC, which places the VF’s in a
different regime in terms of internal diffusion rates and thermochemical
equilibrium reactions in alloy and deposit. Furthermore, the transport
mechanisms between flue gas, ash, and construction material also differ due to
the absence of major temperature gradients near the VF surface, in contrast to
the superheater application. If one instead considers work made on alloy
performance and corrosion mechanisms in gas turbine- and petrochemical
applications, comprehensive work can be found for the temperature regime
(around 900 ºC) 18-20 that corresponds to the VF application. However, these
studies generally lack the complexity of biomass and waste-fired CFB combustion
processes. Previous works relevance for the VF alloy performance and
degradation mechanisms are discussed in the introduction of Paper III, where it
is also concluded that no previous work was found that explicitly describes the
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alloy performance or alloy degradation mechanisms for biomass CFB
cocombustion VF applications.
Paper III deals with the alloy performance of some commercially relevant hightemperature alloys in this application and suggests methods for quantitative
evaluation of heavily affected alloy material and alloy service life estimation based
on “short-term” exposure data from candidate alloys.
The final part of the present thesis addresses issues of alloy degradation at the
glowing, and chemically and mechanically complex VF conditions. The key
mechanisms of alloy corrosion and degradation are described in Paper IV, were
also a summary of previous literature is given. However, to discern primary key
mechanisms from the multitude of secondary effects in this N-C-H-O-Cl-S-K-NaP-Ca-Si-Al-Fe-Cr-Ni multi-phase system, a more comprehensive literature
review than the one included in Paper IV was deemed necessary. A synopsis of
this review is included below, addressing several subjects relevant for both SH
and VF corrosion.
3.2.2.3

Synopsis: Corrosion at High Temperatures – Thermodynamic
Considerations, Surface Interaction, and Mass Transport

From a global equilibrium perspective, in an oxidizing atmosphere where excess
O2 dominates together with H2O, N2, CO2 and H2O and the concentration
presented in Table 2 and Table 3 – neither metal chlorides, carbides, nitrides, nor
sulfides should form. However, conditions involving multiphase flow, mixing,
particle impaction, condensation, evaporation, diffusion, chemical reaction,
stress, deposit growth, scaling, and temperature dependencies, contribute to the
formation of a multitude of “local equilibria”. At elevated temperatures, and in
the case of the present work, especially at the VF temperature around 880 °C, the
conditions of these equilibria are mainly limited by issues of mass transport,
including diffusion in solids.
Diffusion, Oxidation, and Hydroxide Formation
In order to achieve mass transport from the surrounding environment into an
intact alloy material, the activity of each specific element/species in the
surrounding environment needs to be higher than the corresponding activities in
the alloy. Since the content of for example oxygen, sulfur, nitrogen, chlorine, and
carbon species are generally strictly limited in austenitic high-temperature alloys
compared to in co-fired incineration processes, the potential that drives masstransport (and chemical reaction) in one or the other direction is strong.
Fick’s first law of diffusion in its most simple form for an ideal solution can be
expressed:
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𝐽𝐽 = −𝐷𝐷

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(Eq. 1)

𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Where J denotes the flux of for example a specific corrosive in a specific alloy
matrix, and dC the difference in concentration, over the distance dx. In other
words, the flux of the corrosive can be described as the product of the diffusion
coefficient times the concentration gradient of the system. Since the flux of the
corrosive will result in a decreasing concentration gradient over time, the timedependent maximum rate of the mass transport and for example carbide
precipitate formation, in an alloy not protected by a dense surface scale, can be
described as the square root of the product DCCC, where DC is the diffusion
coefficient of carbon, and CC the solubility of carbon in the specific matrix21.
The mobility of some elements in the austenite structure can be estimated using
existing diffusion data (1969-2004)22-24 making use of the Einstein random walk
theory (1994) 25, see Figure 18 below. Keeping in mind that it is the product DCCC
mentioned above that limit the possible flux of an element - not the theoretical
mobility - it still gives clues about the mobility in austenite.

Figure 18. Einstein random walk average mobility of elements for austenite diffusion rates at 880
°C.

Pilling and Bedworth (1923) 26 suggested a classification of metal oxides into two
groups; protective and non-protective. The classification was based on the
volume change of metals converting to their most stable oxides. If the volume was
reduced in the conversion, oxides were classified as non-protective, supposedly
because of the formation of porous oxide layers. If the volume increase from metal
to oxide was above 100 %, supposedly resulting in excessive stress and the
formation of a large number of defects in the oxide layer, the oxide was also
classified as non-protective. However, if the volume-change was within the
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interval 1-2 relative to the original metal volume, they claimed that the
prerequisites for a protective oxide were met, and the oxides were classified as
protective. While this rather simplified approach fails to take some significant
factors into consideration, it certainly deserves some credit. Kofstad (1985) 27
elaborate around the theory of Pilling and Bedworth and discuss the formation of
porosity and micro-channels in growing scales as a prerequisite for rapid mass
transport. Kofstad review work supporting the existence of porosity and microchannels and proves that oxide scale penetration by gaseous molecules (H2O and
SO2) is possible through otherwise seemingly gas tight oxide scales. He concludes
that it is indeed the stress of growing scales that generate pores and microchannels, which also molecular diffusion through the oxide scale.
Smigelskas and Kirkendall (1947) 28 presented a work that showed that each
element in a solid solution have separate diffusion rate, and that the diffusion
process (especially for elements with large differences in diffusion rate) therefore
might result in internal size change of alloys, which can lead to the formation of
the so-called Kirkendall voids. If this knowledge is applied to corroding alloy
material, it explains how cracks and pores can occur as an effect of differences in
the elemental diffusion rates. The pores and cracks, can, in turn, act as rapid
diffusion paths that aggravate the corrosion rate. Excessive internal stress can
result in the expansion of alloy grain boundaries (GBs) and ultimately to cracks
and rapid alloy disintegration.
Wagner (1954) 29 formulated that the rate of oxidation at the surface scale was
governed by the diffusion rate of an alloy constituent oxide former to the alloy
surface. He also stated that for an element to single-handedly form a protective
oxide layer, practically consisting exclusively of that elements oxides, the
diffusion rate of that “less noble” (more easily oxidized) element to the surface
has to be higher than the mass transport of that same element from the surface.
Further, he concluded that if that condition was not met, mixed oxides including
multiple elements from the alloy bulk would form. According to Wagner, these
mixed oxides generally have the protective properties of the less protective oxide
in the mix, allowing higher diffusion rates and thus higher corrosion rates.
Gulbrandsen and Andrew (1957) 30 investigated the oxidation kinetics of high
purity chromium. It was concluded that due to the high vapor pressure of Crspecies at elevated temperatures, the rate of oxidation was on par with the rate of
vaporization at 950 °C. Opila and Jacobson(1997) 31 assembled data of common
hydroxides and determined the dependence of hydroxides to the pressure of
water and oxygen. Asteman et al. (1999) 32 summarized previous work is
addressing the speciation of potentially volatile Cr-species. Based on an
experimental setup where 304L alloy was exposed at 873 K with and without the
presence of 10 vol% water vapor using a cold finger to collect what was evaporated
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from the alloy. The thin film of the condensed matter was analyzed using X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). They suggested that the dominating phase of
Cr evaporation was CrO2(OH)2. They also showed that the evaporation of Cr
caused a depletion of Cr not only in the alloy below the oxide scale but also in the
outer part of the scale, increasing the concentration of the less protective iron
oxides in the scale.
The diffusion rate along grain boundaries (GBs) are typically multiple orders of
magnitude higher than the internal grain diffusion rate. The surface diffusion rate
(along with the surface of for example cracks and pores) is even higher than the
GB diffusion rate. The difference in diffusion rates between surface, inside grains
(crystallites) and GBs, is somewhat reduced as the temperature of an alloy is
increased, but even as the alloy temperature approaches the melting temperature,
the self-diffusion rate is generally 4-5 orders of magnitude higher in the GBs than
in the surrounding crystals (Herzig and Mishin (2005) 33). This exemplifies why
the GBs in multi-crystalline alloy material, together with voids/pores/cracks,
have a dominating role in the internal mass transport. These paths of rapid mass
transport often have a dominating role in the critical Cr mass transport to the
protective oxide surface scale. However, at the same time, the GBs also enables
rapid mass transport of corrosive species into the alloy bulk. The role of GBs is
especially dominating where there are no pores or cracks present.
Caplan and Sproule (1975) 34 oxidized Cr samples in air at 980, 1090 and 1200 °C
in studying oxide formation. They concluded that areas of both multi-crystalline
and mono-crystalline oxide formed as an effect of the varying Cr grain orientation
at an etched alloy surface. The areas of mono-crystalline oxides were thin and had
a slow growth rate while the multi-crystalline oxides were considerably thicker
with higher growth rate. They deduced that the thin and well protecting monocrystalline oxide formed slowly by lattice diffusion of Cr to the gas-oxide interface
resulting in a seemingly stress-free oxide, while the rapidly growing multicrystalline oxides formed via a two-way diffusion of oxygen from the gas-oxide
interface into the oxide layer and chromium diffusion from metal to the oxide
layer via the GBs, resulting in compressive stress and deformation in the growing
oxide scale.
Martin, M. (2005) 35 describe some interesting features of diffusion in metal oxide
crystals. He stresses is that they generally can be considered to consist of two sublattices: One oxygen sub-lattice and one metal sub-lattice. According to Martin,
it is the structure of these sub-lattices that decide if it is the oxygen transport to
the metal oxide interface that dominates, or if it is the underlying metal transport
to the gas-oxide scale interface.
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From a solid diffusion perspective of H, O, C, N, S and Cl it is important to note
that H, C, N, and O are relatively small atoms that have the ability to diffuse and
interact as interstitials in the lattice of crystalline solids. S and Cl, on the other
hand, are significantly larger and more likely to diffuse via the significantly slower
vacancy diffusion transport mechanisms (Mehrer, H. (2005) 36).
Chloridation
Warnqvist and Norrstrom (1976) 7 and Ahlers et al. (1978) 37 investigated the
effect of chlorine on process equipment in recovery boilers. Reinhold and Hauffe
(1977)38 studied the volatilization of Cr in Cl-O mixtures between 650-800 °C.
Lee and McNallan (1987) 8, described rapid oxidation of Ni when exposed to a Clcontaining high-temperature atmosphere, how NiCl2 (g) formed in the
scale/metal interface and reformed to ill adhering spherical NiO (s) particles in
the outer part of the NiO scale. Grabke (1991) 9 and Grabke et al. (1995) 39
published details about chloride-induced corrosion in high-temperature
applications. Grabkes first article of these two described what Lee and McNallan
had described earlier for the Ni-Cl- O interaction but replacing Ni with Fe. Grabke
et al.’s following article describe how the addition of NaCl results in a mass loss
to rapid to be explained by lattice and/or GB diffusion through the once sound
oxide scale originally formed via the pre-oxidation made on the exposed samples.
Based on this observation, they concluded that it is the ability of NaCl to form
cracks and pores that enable rapid mass transport and loss. They also discuss the
formation of Na2CrO4 (s) in the reaction between NaCl and Cr2O3 (s) in an
oxidizing atmosphere. The rapid transport of chlorine from the gas-scale
interface through the oxide layer to the metal-scale interface has been a subject
for numerous works. If one uses the same logic presented by Pilling and Bedworth
in 192326, the formation of sodium chromate (with its relatively low density
compared to both alloy metal and oxide) should result in major compression
stress in the scale, resulting in the formation of defects in accordance to what
Kofstad concluded in 1985 27 and Grabke et al. observed in 1995 39.
McNallan et al. (1993) 40, studied metal loss and internal corrosion of a ferritic
binary Fe-20 % Cr alloy and alloy 800H (Fe-Ni-Cr), in an Ar-CO2-Cl2 and Ar-O2Cl2 atmosphere at 1200 K. They concluded that the binary alloy suffered much
worse from a metal loss at the surface and that the corrosion rate was increased
significantly in the carburizing-chloridizing atmosphere. They suggested that the
accelerated internal corrosion is a result of chromium carbide formation in the
GBs and that the chromium in the carbides reacts with penetrating chlorine to
volatile chromium chlorides that form tortuous pores enabling rapid mass
transport in the alloy. They also suggested that this chloride formation frees
carbon that can form new chromium carbides deeper down along the original GBs
and pore formations.
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Kofstad (1995) 41 reviewed work focusing on the defects- and transport properties
of metal-oxides. He concluded that the interaction between gas and alloy of an
already oxidized sample was governed by the mass transport of atoms or ions
through the scale, together with a corresponding transport of electrons. Jonsson
et al. (2014) 42 exposed pre-oxidized alloy 310S samples to an HCl containing gas
at 500 °C, to exam the effects on the metal-scale and scale-gas interfaces of the
samples as a result of the HCl addition. They also emphasize that the corrosion
process is an electrochemical corrosion process, and concludes that the rapid
mass transport of Cl through the oxide scale to the metal could be explained by
reduction of Cl at the gas-scale interface by electron transport from the metal
beneath the scale to Cl- that readily diffuse through-wards the positively charged
metal ions below the scale.
Carburization, Nitridation, and Sulfidation
While the formation of hydroxides and chlorides might result in direct
evaporation and mass loss of alloy constituents from the alloy construction
material as a result of their high saturation pressures - carbides, nitrides, and
sulfides have much lower saturation pressures, and cannot cause evaporation in
the same manner. In-common for N, S and C, is that if they penetrate the
protective oxide layer of an alloy plate, they all contribute to a lower chromium
activity of the alloy bulk, resulting in a less rapid diffusion of Cr to the surface
scale, making the surface oxide scale more likely to fail (see for example Wagner
29). Moreover, as corrosives penetrate the alloy, the alloy ductility, machinability
and weldability are often reduced, and as the bulk of the alloy expands as an effect
of significant ingress of corrosives, stress builds up, that in the long run also can
result in crack formation, and ultimately a breakdown of the construction
material. The ingress of corrosives into an alloy might also result in issues such
as Grain boundary segregation, where alloy grains lose the coherence to the
surrounding grains; lost alloy properties along the GBs, resulting in selective
corrosion; and, the formation of even more rapid diffusion paths that further
aggravates the alloy breakdown via for example carbide-chloride formation as
explained by McNallan et al.(1993) 40.
An important question regarding carburization, nitridation, and sulfidation is
how, and if, C, N, and S can penetrate the layer of the more thermodynamically
favorable (at the alloy surface) and initially often very dense oxide layer. In the
case of carbon, this question was addressed by Wolf and Grabke (1985) 43. They
investigated the solubility of C in FeO, Fe3O4, MnO, MgO, Cr2O3 and Al2O3 with a
detection limit of <0.01 ppm wt. They concluded that no solubility of C could be
found in any of the oxides while free of pores- or cracks and that the penetration
of the oxide scales, therefore, could only occur via cracks and pores in the scale.
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Of the major alloy constituents of this study, Cr is by far the strongest carbide,
nitride and sulfide former.
The formation of precipitates in multi-crystalline alloys tends to form in less
ordered high energy GBs. Low angle, low energy well-ordered GBs show
significantly stronger resilience to precipitate formation as exemplified in work
by Kokawa et al. (2000) 44. Thus, a concentration of precipitates to higher energy
boundaries is promoted, which locally aggravates the GB segregation. As “foreign
elements” penetrate an alloy, the equilibrium lattice parameters change, which,
in turn, may cause GB migration and/or the formation of new grains as the
prerequisites for the equilibrium structure changes (as exemplified by Yang and
Yoon (1993) 45).
Lai (2007) 13 has made a comprehensive summary of high-temperature corrosion
data and discuss research concerning carburization, nitridation, and sulfidation.
Some highlights of this summary are summarized below together with other
contributions. General claims with no specified reference are taken from work
summarized by Lai, while other sources are referred to specifically.
In a Cr-Fe-Ni system, Cr dominates as carbide former, mainly forming three types
of carbides: Cr3C2, Cr7C3, and Cr23C6. In a Fe-Cr-Ni alloy, these carbides can
incorporate Fe, and minor amounts of Ni, why the carbides are often denoted as
M3C2, M7C3, and M23C6. As the distance from the carbon source increase, the
carbon activity decrease, favoring the less carbon-rich carbides. When it comes to
iron carbides cementite Fe3C is the most stable, but the carbides Fe4C and Fe2C
have also been reported.
Bose and Grabke (1978) 21 studied the diffusion coefficient of carbon in an
austenitic Fe-Ni matrix at different alloy compositions and temperatures. The
study focused on the Fe-Ni matrix, since, according to the authors, this is the
composition of relevance for the diffusion of C in Fe-Ni-Cr alloys since the overall
diffusion is supposedly decided by Cr depleted regions. The study showed that at
950 °C and a carbon activity of one, the diffusion coefficient for C in 20Ni-80Fe
alloy are close to on par with the diffusion coefficient (D) in the 60Ni-Fe40
(1.63x10-7 and 1.46x10-7 cm2/s respectively) while having a maximum around the
composition 35Ni-65Fe with D=2.26 x10-7 cm2/s. In other words, there is no
linear correlation between for example nickel content and diffusion rate. They
also describe that in an alloy with a no longer protective surface scale the rate of
carbide formation is limited by the product sqrt(DCCC) where DC is the diffusion
coefficient of carbon in the Fe-Ni matrix and CC the solubility of carbon in the
matrix. They conclude that this product for the Ni-Fe matrix has a minimum at a
composition of about 80 wt% Ni meaning that the rate of carbide formation is at
its lowest for an 80Ni – 20Fe matrix when no protective scale is present. This
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composition is close to the one having the minimum solubility of C (approx. 0.15
wt% at aC=1), aC being the activity of carbon. For comparison, the maximum
solubility of C in a Fe-10Ni alloy is around 1.1 wt% at 1000 °C (Chemsage GTT) 13.
The correlation sqrt(DxCx) also applies to other entities diffusing in solids having
no barriers.
Metal nitrides form most rapidly via an interaction between the metal and
elemental nitrogen. In practice, one way to achieve this is to let un-cracked
ammonia (NH3) dissociate on the metal surface allowing elemental nitrogen to
dissolve into the metal. The elemental nitrogen often permeates along cracks and
pores together with oxygen, to form nitrides below the oxygen-rich cracks, where
the oxygen activity is low enough for nitrides to form.
Klower et al. (1997) 46, exposed a number of alloys in an H2/N2 atmosphere at
1000 °C, 1 100 °C and 1 200 °C for 1000 h and investigated the alloys internal
nitridation and loss of impact strength. They concluded that at 1000 °C the
nitrogen pickup was low, but that the internal nitridation was significant for 1 100
°C and 1 200 °C, and that a nickel base alloy (alloy 600 H) was most resilient to
the nitridation. Internal nitridation is generally worse in high gas-velocity
applications (100 m/s), and in alloys exposed to thermal cycling.
Zheng and Young (1994) 47 studied alloys in CO-CO2-N2 atmospheres to clarify
the behavior of alloy corrosion in combined oxidizing, carburizing and nitriding
environments. In the case of a CO-CO2 exposure of pure Cr, a formation of an
external layer of the Cr2O3 layer and a porous sublayer consisting of a mix of Cr2O3
and Cr7C3 was observed. When the Cr sample was also exposed to N2 (CO-CO2N2) an additional layer of dense Cr2N formed closest to the metal substrate. Zeng
and Young also review previous work addressing internal oxidation in general
terms, and summarizes that internal oxidation is much more likely to take place
in an alloy if NCrDCr<<NODO, where Nx represent the concentration of each
component, and Dx the corresponding diffusion coefficients. In the case of Cr-Ni
and Cr-Co containing alloys, where the Cr reportedly has lower mobility than in
Fe-Cr alloys, the formation of internal oxides is higher. Zeng and Young also refer
to the earlier work of Wolf and Grabke 43 (no carbon solubility in oxides FeO,
Fe3O4, MnO, MgO, Cr2O3, and Al2O3), and assumes that also N is none soluble in
oxides. Based on this assumption, Zeng and Young suggest that N, as well as C,
only can be permeated through imperfections in the oxide layers. Further, based
on previous literature and their own work, they conclude that: Cr2O3 is well
known to be a metal diffuser and that the Cr2O3 growth is limited by Cr transport
to the gas/scale interface, but that in contrast, dense Cr2N permeates only N, and
no Cr. Thus, the Cr2N must grow by N diffusion from the surface to the
nitride/metal interface. In their review, they also find support for that a preexisting Cr2O3 oxide layer is not an effective barrier against nitrogen pickup, and
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further, that the surface scale growth rate of Cr2O3 is reduced as a result of the
nitride layer formed in the metal scale interface.
Grabke et al. (2003) 48 studied the corrosion behavior of chromia forming alloys
in an NH3-H2O mixture; they observed that ammonia caused the formation of
porous oxide layers that accelerated the nitrogen pickup and precipitate growth,
which, in turn, led to the buildup of stress and cracked formation.
Sulfidation of nickel-rich alloys can result in low-temperature melting nickel
sulfides NiS (melting point 797 C) and/or sulfates, which in turn might result in
catastrophic breakdown of Ni-rich construction material. This is one of the
reasons why Ni-base alloys are seldom recommended for sulfidizing
atmospheres. Lillerud and Kofstad (1984) 49 studied sulfate induced corrosion in
the temperature interval 660-900 °C by adding Na2SO4 to the surface of a unalloyed Ni plate, in a controlled O2-SO2/SO3 atmosphere. When the SO3 (g) partial
pressure of the system was high enough to allow a molten sulfate mixture, melt
occurred from 671C (the eutectic temperature of the mix Na2SO4 +NiSO4). Under
the rather high SO2/SO3 pressures allowing melt, Ni reportedly suffered from
accelerated corrosion as a result of a molten network of sulfates between NiO
grains in the outer part of the surface scale, that deeper down into the scale
interconnected with a sulfide network of Ni3S2 (as a result the decreasing oxygen
potential) between the NiO grains. The networks reportedly enabled accelerated
mass transport of oxygen and sulfur into and below the scale, while the network
also accelerated the outward transport of Ni from the metal substrate. As long as
melt were present, an enrichment of sulfur was found next to the metal. However,
when the partial pressure of SO2/SO3 was below the critical partial pressure of
melt formation, the added Na2SO4 acted as a protective layer which reduced the
corrosion rate compared to when the Ni-sample was exposed to O2 and SO2/SO3
with no sodium sulfate present.
Andersen and Kofstad (1995) 50 studied scale formation on un-alloyed Cr in
various SO2-O2 containing atmospheres in the temperature interval 600-1000 °C.
They concluded that all exposures involve the formation of Cr2O3, that sulfides
were present at the metal-scale interface after all exposures, and that chromium
sulfates were present also in the top of the scale at 600 °C when the SO2 partial
pressure was twice as high as the O2 pressure. They also noted that molecular SO2
seem to penetrate the oxide layer in small amounts. However, reportedly no
exposure led to accelerated corrosion of the chromium since the sulfides did not
form a network enabling rapid mass transport. Finally, they noted that the
formation of chromium sulfides might result in a reduction in the protective
properties of chromia-forming alloys, since, the chromium mobility is reduced by
the sulfide formation.
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Norton et al. (1990) 51 exposed Fe-Ni-Cr-Si alloys in a sulfidizing environment.
They concluded that a chromium oxide scale provides a good measure of
protection against sulfur attack and that this protection can be improved further
via a rich addition of Si in the alloy that incorporates silicon oxides in the surface
scale. They also concluded that for iron-rich alloys, the iron sulfide growth was
rapid, leading to a fast growing and ill protecting iron sulfide layer.
Particle Impaction
Huttunen et al. (2011) 52 studied the effect of particle impact conditions on
erosion enhanced oxidation of austenitic Fe-Cr-Ni alloys in temperatures of 350650 °C. They noted that an increase of the gas- and particle velocity from 10 to 20
m/s resulted in an increased deposition rate, while an increased velocity above
20 m/s instead aggravated the mass loss. They also summarize previous work
showing that an alloy chromium concentration of above 13 wt % was needed in
order to form oxide scales exclusively consisting of Cr and O. Tylczak (2013) 53,
compared the erosion-corrosion behavior of iron and nickel base alloys in
combustion gas and air at room temperature and 700 °C. Sample plates were
exposed to the impaction of 270 µm silica particles at a velocity of 20 m/s. He
showed that while the particle impaction of 20 m/s particles does not remove the
oxide layer completely, it might result in oxide scale crack formation and
separation from the alloy below, leading to a major increase in corrosion rate.
3.2.2.4

Dew Point and Deliquescent Salt Corrosion

Since traditional fossil fuels often contain sulfur and to some extent also chlorine,
there is widespread experiences regarding sulfuric and hydrochloric acid dew
point corrosion (see for example references 54-55). In practice, it is mainly sulfuric
acid that is problematic of these two (at least in the “dry parts” of the flue gas
system), due to its significantly higher dew point temperature. However, the coexistence of HCl (g) and NH3 (g) in the flue gas generates ammonium chloride
NH4Cl (s) which can lead to hygroscopic salt formation on flue gas ducts and flue
gas cleaning equipment resulting in corrosion of metallic material when these
hygroscopic salts attract moisture from the flue gas. This so-called deliquescent
salt corrosion was identified in Perstorp 2009, in the low-temperature part of the
boiler, and was especially distinctive in the clean gas chambers of the flue gas
filter. Downstream the baghouse filter, which removes over 99.9 % of all solids
from the Perstorp flue gas, HCl (g) and NH3 (g) can form almost pure salmiak
deposits in both flue gas and on the duct walls downstream. Calculations based
on thermodynamic data from the Fact 2015 database (using Perstorp boiler
specific flue gas composition (Table 2)), indicates that the thermodynamic data
and/or the present understanding of the salt formation is lacking. However, no
further effort is made to address these issues in the thesis work. Herzog et al.
(2012) 56 summarize case studies and available literature describing dew point
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and deliquescent salt corrosion. One should also be aware of a potential for
phosphoric acid formation in combustion systems lacking counterions to P
(analogous also for B), resulting in condensate formation having dew-point
temperatures higher than the temperature of the furnace panel walls and
economizers. Experiences from a liquid waste boiler in Perstorp show that these
high temperature forming condensates can form in the furnace masonry-tube
panel interface, destroying significant parts of the furnace walls with little
warning. Even if the present work does not pursue further understanding of dewpoint or deliquescent salt corrosion, it should be emphasized that understanding
these potentially problematic issues are critical to enable an appropriate overall
boiler fuel mix, additive, and boiler control strategy for opportunity fuels in both
solid and liquid fuel boilers.

3.3

Ash Transformation, Process Control, and Boiler
Availability (Paper II)

To enable adequate measures against problematic chemical and physical
interaction of flue gas, ash and construction material, a deeper analysis of the
boiler system ash and deposits were made. The aim was to determine the main
chemical species and the overall ash transformation of the combustion process
and identify appropriate parameters for qualified process control.
3.3.1 Experimental and Methods
Ash and deposit samples were collected during the Perstorp CFB boiler shutdown
in September 2009 (14 fractions). The tube deposits were collected from the
windward side of the first tube row in each heat exchanger, and the samples were
ground to fine particles before analysis with SEM-EDS and XRD. The SEM-EDS
elemental composition results (taking SEM-EDS limitations regarding primarily
O, N, and C into consideration) were used to frame the composition prior the XRD
phase quantification. After applying mass balance and thermodynamic
considerations, discrepancies were checked, and the consistency between related
samples was worked out. From the XRD results, the elemental composition was
calculated and compared with the SEM-EDS elemental composition. The XRD
analysis was then iterated to fit the SEM results. The process was repeated until
the quantification converged reasonably. Figure 19 describes the SEM-EDS and
XRD quantification method (Figure 3, Paper II). The results of this method make
out the core of the work presented in Paper II. Several insights were gained, that
are hard to reach with standalone XRD and/or SEM-EDS analysis.
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Figure 19. Description of the SEM−EDS and XRD method used for the phase quantification.

3.3.2 Ash Speciation
The phase quantification data (derived via the method described in Figure 19) are
shown in Table 4 (see Figure 8 for sample positions). Together with for example
heat transfer, fluid dynamics, and chemical equilibrium considerations, it is
possible to elucidate how ash species with a large impact on the boiler availability
are transported to the superheater tubes, how the deposits are likely to change
their composition over time, and also how the deposits might interact with the
boiler construction material.
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Table 4. Semi-quantitative XRD speciation of crystalline phases in ash and flue gas deposits [wt%]
with approximate temperatures of boiler construction material and flue gas.

The ash speciation quantification reveals that phosphates and silicates dominate
the major ash fractions (bottom ash and fly ash), while the tube deposits are
dominated by phosphates and sulfates. The role of the phosphates, silicates,
sulfates, chlorides, oxides, and carbonates is discussed in detail in Paper II. A
more detailed discussion is held on the fate of chlorine and sulfur, both key
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elements for boiler superheater corrosion and deposit formation together with
the alkali metals 7, 9, 57. Some in-depth analysis is also made trying to clarify the
rather complex role of Si.
Table 5 compares the relative occurrence of elements in crystalline phases (XRD
data) compared to SEM−EDS total elemental composition data for the main
fractions, bottom ash, superheater average, and fly ash. The comparison made in
Table 5 is a measure of the accuracy of the XRD quantification results. A ratio
close to one indicates that much of a certain element found with SEM-EDS is also
found in crystalline phases with the XRD. Possible implications of the
interpretation of Table 4 and Table 5 are discussed in Paper II.
Table 5. Relative occurrence of elements in crystalline phases (XRD data) compared to SEM-EDS
total elemental composition data for the two main fractions.
XRD/SEM
[mol/mol]
Bottom ash
Superheater
average
Fly ash (FA)

Al
0.4

Ca
0.4

Cl
-

Fe
0.4

K
0.6

Mg
0.9

Na
0.5

P
0.6

S
4.5

Si
1.1

0.4
0.5

1.1
0.8

0.3
0.9

0.7
0.6

0.7
0.7

1.5
0.9

0.6
0.5

1.2
0.8

0.6
0.5

1.1
1.2

3.3.3 Super Heater Corrosion and Sulfate-Chloride Interaction
Figure 20, Figure 21, Figure 22, as well as Table 6 all present data to support the
discussion of the sulfates interaction with the chlorides in the Perstorp CFB
biomass boiler process. Figure 20 shows that the aphthitalite found in excess in
the mature superheater deposits cannot exist in the flue gas upstream the
superheaters because of too high temperatures, making it likely that the
formation took place on the tube surface deposit, either during operation or
during boiler shutdown.
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Figure 20. FactSage calculation of the K2SO4-Na2SO4-system including the non-stoichiometric
compound K3Na(SO4)2 (aphthitalite). The dotted line denotes the composition of the identified
KNaSO4.

Figure 21. Equilibrium calculations of the flue gas system N2 60 vol%, H2O 24 vol%, CO2 12 vol%,
O2 4 vol%, K2SO4 100 ppm volume (ppmv), Na2SO4 100 ppmv and NaCl 100 ppmv.
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Figure 21 show results from thermochemical equilibrium calculations based on
the fact database. It should be pointed out that the existing equilibrium data are
not sufficient to fully represent the findings in the real system, and that the two
different alkali sulfates probably appear as separate particles from each other in
the flue gas just as the alkali chlorides do. The latter was earlier proven by
Broström 58. That these phases seem to occur separately in the flue gas, likely has
a large impact on the mechanisms of deposit buildup. If sulfates and chlorides
occurred as solutions according to the equilibrium calculation, relatively lowtemperature melting (and sticky) particles in the flue gas would probably result
in even more rapid deposit buildup. Table 6 illustrates that from a
thermodynamic point of view, the aphthitalite (KNaSO4) found in the tube
deposits can form via the reaction between alkali chlorides and sulfates, and via
the reaction between sulfates. At the SH tube surface temperature, the most
favorable reaction of these three is the one between K2SO4 (s) and NaCl (g) (see
Table 6). This might contribute to the richer concentration of Na in the sulfaterich deposits (Figure 13). Table 6 also shows that mobility of Cl between Na and
K is possible from a thermodynamical point of view, which might affect the
sulfation properties of the deposit. Further, a higher concentration of Na in the
deposit, may, in turn, worsen the Na-O-Cr compound-formation on the tube
surface, which could result in a less protective alloy surface scale of the SH tube
(the principles of this is further discussed in the VF alloy degradation study).
Table 6. Gibbs energy change (middle column) of chemical reactions (left column) at 460°C,
describing the thermodynamic driving force of each reaction. The column to the right show reaction
threshold temperatures, indicating at which temperature the reaction products are no longer
thermodynamically favorable.

∆G
[J/mol]

Threshold
temperature
∆G>0 [°C]

0.5 Na2SO4 + 1.5 K2SO4 -> K3Na(SO4)2

-4652

930

2 Na2SO4 + 3 KCl -> K3Na(SO4)2 + 3 NaCl

-1553

540

2 K2SO4 + NaCl -> K3Na(SO4)2 + KCl

-5685

1100

Reaction at 460°C

Based on the agreement between the ash speciation experimental results, and the
calculated equilibrium results, the “pecking order” between the ash constituents
could be established. It was hypothesized that a high enough SO2 (g) level in the
flue gas leaving the furnace (assuming that Ca is present in enough amounts to
stabilize all P) imply that: Practically all P have reacted with Ca to form stable
high temperature melting calcium phosphates; the majority of the reactive Ca
have been converted to either calcium phosphates, silicates, or sulfates; and that
there are S available to convert chlorides to sulfates in both the flue gas upstream
the SH, and on the SH tube surfaces which should result in both a lower deposit
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growth rate, and a lower corrosiveness of the tube deposits. Further, it was
hypothesized that all Cl not present as alkali chlorides should be present as HCl
(g) (in the high-temperature part of the flue gas system).
To evaluate these hypotheses, a full-scale experiment was performed where the
furnace limestone addition was adjusted while measuring the SO2 and HCl levels
leaving the furnace. The limestone addition rate was adjusted from 36kg/h, a
level that had shown to decrease the average corrosion rate of the lower part of
TSH and upper part of SSH significantly, to a previously known adverse level of
limestone addition, 72 kg/h (see Figure 22). Table 7 shows the average
concentration of the same components during the periods with different
limestone addition.

Figure 22. HCl, SO2, and limestone dosage levels during limestone test; data recorded every 3
minutes.
Table 7. Average values before, during, and after an increased feeding rate of limestone, together
with the levels of HCl and SO2 in the flue gas compared to the period before the increased dosage
(columns Diff HCl and Diff SO2), dry gas (dg) values.
Limestone

Period

HCl
[mg/Nm3 @ 11 % O2

[kg/h]

[h]

36

2

430

72
36 after 72

2
1.5

380
405

Diff HCl

dg]
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Diff SO2

[%]

SO2
[mg/Nm3 @ 11 % O2
dg]

100

99

100

88
94

71
80

72
81

[%]

The data shown in Figure 22 and Table 7 verifies the hypotheses, and show how
the increased limestone addition decrease the concentration of SO2, which, in
turn, significantly decrease the level of HCl in the flue gas, indicating a significant
increase of the presence of problematic alkali chlorides.
Aspects of high-temperature corrosion, deposit buildup, and boiler availability
are discussed in Paper II. One of the most important conclusions is that the SO2
level in the flue gas exiting the furnace (excess sulfur amount) must be controlled.
It should be high enough to balance the chloridation potential of the process to
inhibit chloride-induced high-temperature corrosion, while at the same time it
needs to be low enough not to cause dew point corrosion or excess emission levels
to downstream flue gas cleaning equipment. This balance can be obtained also
for highly heterogenic fuel mixes if the SO2 (and preferably also HCl) levels of the
flue gas exiting the furnace are measured in-situ, allowing continuous control of
the SO2-level by adjusting the amounts of peat (amount of excess sulfur) and
limestone (amount of excess calcium) added to the fuel mix. The results from the
full-scale implementation of this flue gas control strategy, show that the corrosion
rate in the SH can be reduced with as much as a factor 20 for alloy T22 SH tubes
operating at steam temperatures of approx. 465 °C, while at the same time, the
total cost for additives could be reduced.
3.3.4

Ash Transformation Model for Fuel Mix Corrosion Tendency
Evaluation
Finally, the ash speciation results and the ash component affinities were analyzed
further, making it possible to identify all elements of importance for the
estimation of the excess sulfur of the combustion process. A simplified equation
was formulated that estimates the excess sulfur of a fuel mix, based on fuel
elemental composition data. This equation can estimate the corrosion tendency
of a given fuel mix, based on the average elemental composition including
additives, but excluding, for example, the relatively inert quarts bed sand
(Equation 2). How the factors in this equation have been derived is described in
Paper II.
𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴 = 𝑆𝑆 − 0.96𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 − 0.5𝐾𝐾 − 0.5𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 + 1.6𝑃𝑃 + 0.42𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

(Eq. 2)

A sensitivity analysis of Equation 2, evaluating the effects from variations of Ca
and Si, show that the equation can be used to, for example, see how a fuel mix
needs to be balanced to reduce the corrosivity of the resulting ash and flue gas,
but it should not be used to try to estimate the absolute levels of SO2. Also, like
mentioned above, a stoichiometric excess of Ca in relation to P is needed for the
overall ash transformation stoichiometry to follow the routes assumed in the
derivation of this equation. An important contribution of equation 2, is that it
illustrates how major ash-forming elements quantitatively affects the sulfation
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potential of a fuel mix in a CFB-boiler, and, subsequently also how the critical
deposition and corrosion properties of the fireside environment are affected.

3.4

Vortex Finder Alloy Selection (Paper III)

The performance of the CFB cyclones and loop-seals is decisive for the CFB boiler
functionality. For the cyclones, the condition of the cyclone vortex finders (VF) is
critical.
When the Perstorp boiler was rebuilt in 2005 to allow cocombustion of waste
according to the European waste incineration directive 59 – the top furnace
temperature increased from 670-870 °C to above 870 °C. Also, from 2006, a
more complex fuel mix was introduced, resulting in more aggressive flue gas and
ash than before, reducing the life-span of the originally well-performing alloy
253MA VFs from 6-8 years to around 1.5 years. The corrosion rate of the VFs,
having an alloy thickness of up to 18 mm, became up to 12 mm/year. For the
Perstorp 50MWth CFB boiler, the cost for frequently replacing VFs amounted to
approximately 10 % of the total average boiler maintenance cost, and
approximately 3 % of the total operational cost of the boiler. The poor VF lifespan
motivated an alloy selection study, in an attempt to find a more suitable alloy for
the cocombustion CFB VF application.
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3.4.1

Experimental and Methods

Table 8. Experimental steps performed, samples evaluated and analytical techniques used during
both the alloy selection (Paper III) and alloy degradation mechanism work (Paper IV).
Experimental step

Sample material source

Alloy exposure
time [h]

Analytical
techniques used

Failure mechanism
screening analysis

Heavily degraded 253MA VF
reinforcement plate (VF,
Figure 8)

12 000

Pre-study

Alloy rings (253MA, 310S and
600) mounted on the vertical
thermocouple protective
tubing (TC, Figure 8)
Alloy sample plates 253MA,
310S, 800H/HT, DS, 600 (VF,
Figure 8)
310S heavily affected
reinforcement plate facing the
furnace (VF, Figure 8)
Visual inspection of 253MA
and 310S full-scale VFs,
including cut out sample
pieces, (VF, Figure 8)

1 740

Visual inspection,
Photographs, SEMBSD, SEM-EDS and
XRD
Photographs, SEMBSD

Exposure study
Degradation study
2-year exposure
Full-scale VF visual
inspection

Degradation study
3-year exposure

Sample from 310S heavily
affected reinforcement plate
(VF, Figure 8)

8 000

Photographs, SEMBSD, SEM-EDS

16 000

SEM-BSD, SEMEDS

approx. 4 000 h
intervals until
VF failure
(310S 24 000 h,
253MA 12 000
h)
24 000

Visual inspection,
photographs

Photographs, cut
out schedule, XRD

Figure 23 shows an overview of the VF in the right cyclone where the alloy sample
plates were installed.
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Figure 23. (A) Overview of VF from the (right) cyclone inlet (see Figure 8 for the boiler overview);
(B) A sketch of the right cyclones with vortex finder and sample material position marked by an
arrow; (C) A close-up photograph of the alloy sample plates exposed for 8 000 h.

A multi-step alloy corrosion study, which is described in detail in Paper III, was
performed. An initial screening of failed 253MA VF material was made, followed
by a pre-study made to identify appropriate candidate alloys for a long-term
alloy exposure. Alloys 253MA, 310S, 800H/HT, Alloy DS and Alloy 600 were
chosen for the long-term alloy evaluation, see Table 9 for chemical composition,
alloy designations and market prices (2016).
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Table 9. Alloy designation, elemental composition, and market prices.

Alloy designation

Composition [wt %]

Alloy

Fe

EN / ASTM

253MA

1.4835 /
S30815

310S

1.4845 /
S31008

800H/HT

1.4958, 1.4959
/ N08810,
N08811

Cr

Ni

Price
Mn

Si

C

Other > 0.02
N 0.17, Ce
65
21
11
0.8
1.6 0.08 0.05, S <0.03,
P <0.04,
undefined
N 0.032, Mo
53.89 24.42 19.30 1.71 0.47 0.05
0.166, Co
0.07, Cu 0.07
Ti 0.54, Al
46.50 20.70 30.30 0.70 0.40 0.08 0.44, Cu 0.07,
Co 0.04

DS

1.4862 /
N08330

42.52

17.50

36.10

600

2.4816 /
N06600

8.80

15.70

74.20 0.30 0.30 0.07

1.20

2.10 0.06

[EUR/kg]
5.7

8.2
18

Ti 0.15, Cu 0.1,
Co 0.1

19

Cu 0.03

31

The alloy plates were exposed to the CFB combustion atmosphere consisting of a
moist globally oxidizing gas, burning hydrocarbons, CO2, CO, SO2, HCl, NH3, N2,
alkali species and erosive particles, at an average temperature of 880 °C. The
exposure times were 1 750 (pre-study), 8 000, 12 000 and 16 000 operating hours
(long-term exposure). After exposure, the alloy samples were cut, the cross
sections dry-polished and analyzed with an SEM-BSD setup to quantify material
loss and penetration depth of the corrosion attack. To generate detailed images
showing the large depth of attack, a number of SEM-BSD images were fine-tuned
and stitched together, using a 25 % overlap.
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3.4.2 Alloy Performance and Methods for Systematic Comparison
Figure 24 and Table 10 show the results of the SEM-EDS imaging analysis.

Figure 24. SEM backscatter detector (BSD) images of the alloy cross-sections after 8 000 h of
operation. The solid orange line at the top represents the original alloy surface of unexposed sample
pieces. The blue dotted lines represent the oxide/deposit surface (not visible in the BSD image) and
the dash-dot red lines the average metal loss of exposed samples. The yellow dashed lines indicate
the HAD10 line, above this line, corrosion product precipitates cover more than 10 % of the surface
area. Table 10 summarizes the measurements.
Table 10. Sample plates after exposure - thickness loss (including corrosion products and deposit
layer measured with a caliper)), metal loss (SEM-BSD) and heavily affected depth (HAD10) defined
as the depth where 10% of the cross-section is covered with corrosion product precipitates (SEMBSD).

Alloy

Exposure time
[h]

Thickness
loss [µm]

Metal loss
[µm]

HAD10 [µm]

253MA

8 000

140

470

1800

310S

8 000

20

180

1000

310S

16 000

800

840

4900

800H/HT

8 000

-80

160

1600

DS

8 000

1340

2160

4500

600

8 000

-150

60

700

The SEM-BSD results of the 8000 h samples showed that all samples barring
Alloy 600 were affected all the way through. Thus, the term “affected depth”
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frequently used in alloy exposure studies is inadequate here. Therefore, this work
suggests a new concept called Heavily Affected Depth (HAD), enabling
quantitative evaluation of heavily degraded alloys. In this study, the specific term
HAD10 is used, defined as the depth to which corrosion product precipitates cover
more than 10 % of the cross-sectional area. HAD10 was chosen partly because that
the SEM-EDS analysis showed that below the HAD10-line the alloy elemental
composition approaches the original elemental composition of the alloys, and
partly because the integrity of the alloys still seems intact at depths below HAD10.
3.4.3 Building a Model for Alloy Service-life Estimation
An analysis of the SEM-BSD results shows that the originally well-functioning
and protective alloy surface scales break down resulting in rapid corrosion
already during the first year of exposure. Observations from the 253MA 12 000 h
and the 310S 16 000 h alloy exposures indicate that the rate of corrosion reaches
linear rates from the beginning of the second year of exposure. Based on these
results, and a number of indications and assumptions described in detail in Paper
III), a method called Remaining Serviceable Metal Thickness (RSMT) was
developed. This method enables the use of long-term corrosion data from one
reference alloy, for rough service-life estimations of candidate alloys exposed for
significantly shorter periods, via exposure of a reference sample material along
with the candidate alloy plates. In this way, the correlation between the initial
(short exposure data) and the assumed final corrosion rate of the reference alloy
(long-term corrosion data), compensated by the correlation between the shortterm exposure candidate alloy and the reference sample, could be used to
formulate Equation 3 (Equation 1 in Paper III). Equation 3 below shows an
example were 253MA is the candidate alloy, and 310S (including both 8000, and
16 000 h data) is the reference material.
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅253𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 (𝑥𝑥) = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅253𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 0ℎ − 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻253𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 8000ℎ
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻310𝑆𝑆 16000ℎ − 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻310𝑆𝑆 8000ℎ 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻253𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 8000ℎ
− (𝑥𝑥 − 8 000) �
��
�
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻310𝑆𝑆 8000ℎ
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻310𝑆𝑆 8000ℎ

(Eq. 3)

The applicability of Equation 3 has been verified using auxiliary full-scale
corrosion data showing good agreement with actual lifespans (see Table 11). The
equation can be used to facilitate alloy selection for costly long-term corrosion
tests or to predict which alloys that are suitable for full-scale implementations. A
frequently occurring situation for industrial applications is that an original alloy
does not perform satisfactorily. In such cases, the long-term exposure sample is
already available. Thus, the long-term corrosion reference sample “only” needs to
be complemented with a relatively short candidate alloy exposure including a
sample of the reference alloy material, in order to have all required data to make
a service life estimation based on the RSMT equation. This type of qualified
quantification of the expected service-life, is crucial in full-scale appliances, as it
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is essential to motivate the implementation of new (and often more expensive)
alloys.
3.4.4 Cost benefits of alternative VF alloy materials
Table 11 show results from calculations based on Equation 3 together with
empirical service life data along with estimated VF replacement costs, and
calculated average maintenance costs based on the service life estimations.
Table 11. VF’s extrapolated service life for the five investigated alloys, VF service life from the fullscale operation, alloy cost, total replacement cost (including the alloy cost) and the average
maintenance cost to secure the operational safety of the VF’s.

Alloy

Extrapolated
service life [h]

Empirical,
service life [h]

Alloy
cost
[kEUR]

Total
replacement
cost [kEUR]

Maintenance cost
[kEUR/year]

253MA

12 500

12 000

17

292

195

310S

24 400

24 000

25

300

100

800H/HT

13 900

-

56

331

204

DS

8 400

-

57

332

266

600

42 700

-

103

378

64

The results show that decent service life predictions according to the RSMT
method are possible and that major improvements can be made in terms of both
technical life-span and the cost-effectiveness of the VF application if the most
appropriate alloy is selected. In this study, a replacement of the frequently used
Alloy 253MA with Alloy 310S, doubled the lifespan of full-scale VF’s, reducing the
average VF maintenance cost to half. Furthermore, if alloy 600 is chosen, it is
likely that the average LCC would be reduced to around a third of the original LCC
cost of 253MA VFs in the studied CFB boiler.
3.4.5

Correlations Between Alloy Composition and Alloy
Performance?
The findings of this work show that there is no simple correlation between the
heavily affected depth of the alloy, and the nickel, chromium or iron content.
Instead, there seem to be two successful alloy composition principles that work
well for this application: One with high Ni, low Fe, and relatively low Cr (Alloy
600) concentrations; and another with high Cr, medium Fe and moderate Ni
concentrations (Alloy 310S).
3.4.6 Effects of Condensed Particle Impaction
Huttunen et al. (2011) 52 showed that gas and particle velocities of 10-20 m/s
increased deposition rate, while velocities above 20 m/s resulted in erosion.
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During the exposure studies, the velocity in the present VF application averaged
at 14 m/s, indicating that an increased deposition rate of condensed particles
should be expected. Tylczak (2013) 53 showed that particle impaction at 20 m/s
does not remove the oxide layer completely, but that it might result in oxide scale
crack formation and scale separation from the alloy below, leading to a major
increase in corrosion rate. Figure 25 show where the VFs suffer worst from rapid
corrosion.

Figure 25. Left: Red arcs indicate the VF areas facing the furnace suffering most from corrosion. A
- outer surface, B - inner surface. Right: Photograph of a fractured 310S alloy plate after 24 000 h
of exposure, the B denotes the orientation of the fractured plate when it was still a part of the VF (B
in the right part of the figure corresponds to the B in the left part of the figure).

The areas of the VF application suffering most heavily from the impaction of solid
particles fail approximately twice as fast as areas less exposed to impaction. It can
be concluded that while erosion might play an important role in the “activation”
and rapid breakdown of the protective alloy surface scale, it is the corrosion that
drives the VF alloy degradation, causing major deformation, stress-buildup,
extreme embrittlement, and crack-formation. Ultimately - if the VFs is not
replaced in time – the crack formation leads to a disintegration of the alloy plates,
and lost cyclone functionality rapidly causing major erosion damage in the boiler
heat exchangers.
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3.5

Mechanisms of Vortex Finder Corrosion (Paper IV and
additional)

To improve the VF service life, detailed knowledge of the alloy corrosion
mechanisms is needed. This work elucidates mechanisms responsible for the
rapid alloy corrosion at 880 °C in the N-S-O-C-H-Cl-Na-K containing
atmosphere of the 50MWth CFB boiler in focus. This was done via a thorough
investigation of alloy 310S, 800H/HT, and 600 plates after long-term exposure
in the boiler co-firing the complex biomass fractions earlier described.
A condensed version of this alloy corrosion mechanism study is given in Paper IV
describing the key mechanisms of alloy breakdown. To allow the identification of
these key mechanisms, a wider approach was initially made. The section 3.2.2.3
Synopsis: Corrosion at High Temperatures – Thermodynamic Considerations,
Surface Interaction, and Mass Transport, constitutes one part of this wider
approach. Equilibrium calculations that investigating the thermodynamic driving
force of the alloy constituents and corrosives interaction (Table 12, Table 13),
calculations of the volatility of corrosion products (Figure 27, Figure 28),
calculations of the relative mass transport in austenite GBs compared to grains
(Figure 43), estimations of the chromium depletion rates in grains compared to
GBs (Figure 44), and, estimations of the average Pilling-Bedworth ratios of alloy
surface scales (Table 14, . ), are all other parts of this wider approach that are not
included in Paper IV.
3.5.1 Experimental and Methods
The section 2.2 Description of the CFB Boiler, describe that the flue gas velocity
in the furnace (4.7 -6.5 m/s) entrain dense particles up to 600 µm, that the
cyclone tangential inlet (CTI) average velocity is around 14 m/s, and that
gaseous NH3 is injected 1.8 m upstream the VFs, resulting in NH3 (g) residence
time of around 0.1s before coming in contact with the VF alloy material. Table 3
in the same section summarize the average flue gas composition (downstream
the boilers heat exchangers), the temperature of the flue gas surrounding the
VFs, and the average furnace and cyclone tangential inlet (CTI) gas velocities;
Figure 17 summarizes the boiler fuel-ash-deposit-flue gas mass balance; Table 4
the major crystalline phases of ash and deposits in the flue gas system. These
datasets all describe important aspects of the VFs operating conditions.
The present work is based on a number of sample exposures and observations.
A combination of several analytical techniques has been used to maximize the
relevant information, while simultaneously trying to minimize the amount of
auxiliary data generated. Therefore, not all techniques were used for all samples.
Table 8 show experimental and analytical steps performed during both the VF
alloy selection and the VF alloy degradation work. Table 9 includes the vendor
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elemental composition analysis of alloys 310S, 800H/HT and 600, which are
the alloys selected for the VF alloy degradation study. Figure 23 shows an
overview of a full-scale VF, the 8000 h exposed sample plates, and the
orientation of the sample plates during the exposure. Figure 24 shows SEMBSD images highlighting the heavily affected depth (HAD10) and metal loss of
alloys, including the 310S, 800H/HT and Alloy 600 8000 h samples.
After the exposures of Alloy 600 and 800H/HT (8000 h) and 310S (8000 and 16
000 h), the sample pieces were dry-cut with a band saw and ground in a rotary
grinder with coarse zirconia-alumina 120 grit paper, followed by grinding with
SiC grinding paper down to 800 grit (average abrasive particle diameter of 22
µm). The SEM-EDS analysis was performed with a Zeiss Merlin SEM equipped
with an Oxford Instruments X-Max 80 mm2 EDS-detector. See Paper IV for more
details. The SEM-EDS elemental analyses of N, O, and C in this work should be
regarded as semi-quantitative/relative since the accuracy of the SEM-EDS
analysis is not good enough to reflect the elemental composition of the reference
sample materials accurately. However, the precision (repeatability) is rather high,
why trustworthy elemental maps and relative concentration analysis is possible
(especially for N and O).
Figure 26 shows the technique used for a simultaneous SEM-imaging and SEMEDS elemental mapping of the exposed alloy surfaces and the adjacent alloycross-sections of the prepared samples used to highlight surface interaction.

Figure 26. The arrangement of SEM electron beam, EDS-pole piece, SE-detector, and alloy sample,
while generating the superposed images showing both the exposed surface and the superficial
polished cross-section.

SEM-EDS line analysis was made along 5 lines perpendicular to the original
surface and spaced evenly over a sample width of 2.5 mm; spot analysis was made
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every 7.5 µm (along each line). The SEM-BSD imaging and EDS elemental
mapping were made with a 25 % image overlap to enable high-quality stitching.
From an originally 8 mm thick 310S VF reinforcement plate exposed for 24 000
h, a sample was cut out and broken in two halves to expose a crosssection/fracture of the alloy plate unaffected by cutting, which was photographed
and measured. The brittle corrosion products were separated from the metallic
part and crushed and ground using a vibration mill. The thick corrosion product
layer was removed from the second subsample in a rotary grinder, exposing the
degraded but still metallic part of the alloy sample. The grinding of the still
metallic sub-sample was finished using a 500-grit SiC. XRD data were collected
on powdered samples of the corrosion products, and on the 500 grit metallic
surface, using a Bruker d8 Advance XRD instrument.
3.5.2 Results
The mechanisms involved in the degradation of material can be divided into at
least four “groups”. The first group, surface interaction, include reactions at the
gas/material interface, such as oxidation, chromate formation, and the formation
of for example volatile chromium species. The second group of mechanisms
comprises breakdown of species at the surface, resulting in an uptake of elements,
e.g., atomic nitrogen, carbon, and sulfur that can enter the alloy matrix. The third
group of mechanisms includes the reactions between alloy constituents and
elements that have entered the metal. This third group is generally controlled by
the solubility and relatively slow diffusion in condensed matter. As the
degradation continues, and the integrity of the alloy is compromised, a fourth
group of mechanisms is enabled, as cracks and pores allow rapid mass transport
and direct interaction of corrosive molecular species with the alloy interior (no
longer limited by molecular breakdown at the surface scale or the limited rates of
solid diffusion), resulting in, for example, excessive volatilization of alloy
constituents.
3.5.2.1

Thermodynamic calculations

Table 12 show results from chemical equilibrium calculations, revealing details
regarding the thermodynamic driving forces between alloy constituents and
corrosives. These calculations show the results from a system where the activity
of all constituents (except Si who is also a corrosive) is on par, meaning that it is
the “elemental pecking order” that is presented in Table 12 and Table 13, which
does not take the different activities of real alloy systems into consideration.
Possible corrosives are shown in the left column and the relative stabilities of the
alloy constituent corrosion products in the right column. In the calculations, the
temperature was set at 880 °C and the total pressure to 1 bar absolute. The
amount of Fe, Ni, Cr, Mn were set to 1 mole, Si to 0.25 mole, and were kept
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constant during all calculations, while the amount of the respective corrosive was
increased from zero by steps of 0.04 mole until there was unreacted corrosive in
excess. The amount of Si was limited because of the ambivalent role of Si, being
both an alloy constituent and a corrosive, whose strong affinity to Ni blocks other
Ni-corrosive interactions if the Si amount was also set to 1 mole. Only species
dominating the reaction products from a molar fraction point-of-view are shown.
So for instance, not all species with high enough vapor pressures to affect
important aspects of mass transport are included in the tables (for example
chromium hydroxides). Also, the equilibrium calculations show resulting phases
without any consideration of the constraints given by the crystallographic
properties of the alloy and limitations of mass transport, meaning that the
formation of phases not dominating in the equilibrium calculations might be
favored in the actual alloys and surface scales.
Table 12. Results from thermochemical equilibrium calculations showing relative stability of
discrete corrosives during interaction with alloy constituents at temperature 880 °C and total
pressure 1 atm.

In Table 12 Na2OCr2O3 is presented as a solid instead of a melt. This is due to that
the fact database does not include melt data for this compound. The compound
melt at 795 °C 60.
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Table 13 show corresponding relative stabilities of discrete alloy constituents (left
column) when reacting with the corrosives to form corrosion products (right
column). The amount of C, S, O, Cl and N was kept constant (1 mole each) in the
calculations, while the amount of the alloy constituent was increased from zero
by steps of 0.04 mole until there was an excess of unreacted alloy constituent.
Table 13. Thermochemical equilibrium calculation of the relative stability of discrete alloy
constituents interacting with corrodents at temperature 880 °C and pressure 1 atm.

In practice, the local elemental concentration seldom allows for competition on
the same terms, why the reaction products shown in Table 12 and Table 13 often
have interchangeable stabilities that deviate from the chain of stabilities shown
in the tables. However, the results shown major trends of thermodynamic
stability, showing, for example, that of the major alloy constituents (Cr, Ni, and
Fe) Cr is generally the most reactive, and Ni least reactive. Also, the calculations
show some interesting features regarding alkali-alloy interaction: From a
thermodynamical point of view, Na2Cr2O4 and/or Na2CrO4 can form, depending
on the oxygen partial pressure, while under the same conditions, the formation
of K-Cr-O species is less thermodynamically favorable than an exclusive Cr2O3
formation, indicating that no interaction between K and the chromia layer is to
be expected. Similar affinity calculations as the ones presented in Table 12 were
also performed for Al and Ti since alloy 800 H/HT, and Alloy 600 both contain
these elements. The results show that; Ti is an even stronger carbide former than
Cr, whereas Al does not seem to form carbides at all under these conditions; Ti is
a stronger nitride former than the other alloy constituents present, followed by Al
and then Cr; Ti is the strongest oxide former, followed by Al and then Mn; finally,
Ti is also the strongest sulfide former, followed by Mn, Cr, Al, and Fe, in that
order.
In order to facilitate the interpretation of the alloy degradation experimental
findings, the equilibrium pressures of hydroxides and oxides (Figure 27), and
chlorides were also calculated (Figure 28). The saturation pressure describes the
volatility of each substance. The higher the equilibrium saturation pressure is for
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a given substance – the higher the driving force is for a rapid mass loss. The
results from these calculations are discussed together with the results from the
SEM-EDS elemental mapping shown in Figure 29 and Figure 30.

Figure 27. Gas-phase activities (saturation pressures) for hydroxides and oxides of the respective
alloy constituent.
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Figure 28. Gas phase activities (saturation pressures) for chlorides of the respective alloy
constituent, FexClx and CrClx are dominated by FeCl2 and CrCl2 respectively.
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3.5.2.2

Surface interaction

Using the method described in Figure 26, the images shown in Figure 29, and
Figure 30 was generated. The images highlight the surface interaction between
alloy and flue gas system of the 310S 8000 h sample.

Figure 29. Alloy 310S 8000h sample SEM-EDS maps of alloy constituents and oxygen on the surface
(upper part of images) and superficial cross-section (lower part). SEM-EDS-images are superposed
on SE image with 45 % opacity to facilitate interpretation. SEM-SE and SEM-BSE images are also
included.
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Figure 30. Alloy 310S 8000h sample SEM-EDS maps of deposits and oxygen on the surface (upper
part of images) and superficial cross-section (lower part). SEM-EDS-images are superposed on SE
images with 45 % opacity to facilitate interpretation. SE image in the center.

3.5.2.3

Alloy interior elemental maps

Figure 31 and Figure 32 show stitched SEM-EDS elemental maps of the 310S
8000 h and 16 000 h sample cross sections respectively. Figure 33 and Figure 34
show the corresponding maps of the alloy 800 H/HT and 600 8000 h alloy
samples. The mapping images show the relative occurrence of each element. All
SEM-EDS images are tuned so that random noise is slightly visible in the
background to guarantee that no information is lost. Some horizontal helplines
are added to the figures to facilitate the discussion of these results.
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Figure 31. SEM-EDS maps of alloy 310S 8 000h sample cross-section, the red line at the top
represents the original surface of the alloy, A8, and B8 indicate phase transformation of principal
interest.

Figure 32. SEM-EDS maps of alloy 310S 16 000 h sample cross-section, the lines A16, B16 and C16
indicate positions of phase transformation of principal interest. The scale to the left measures the
distance from the original alloy surface. More than 10% of the sample cross-section is covered with
precipitates down to 4900 µm.
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Figure 33. SEM-EDS maps of alloy 800H/HT 8 000 h sample showing dominating alloy
constituents and corrosives. The red line in the top of the figure denotes the original surface of the
alloy. Dashed lines A8 and B8 support the discussion. The carbon mapping was limited to a depth
of 1 050 µm.
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Figure 34. SEM-EDS maps of alloy 600 8 000 h sample cross-section, the red line at the top of the
figure represent the original surface of the alloy.

3.5.2.4

Bulk composition analysis

Using SEM-EDS line analysis data from the remaining outer 5 000 µm of the
reference-, 8 000 h- and 16 000 h 310 S alloy sample cross-sections, the average
composition of the samples were calculated and shown in Figure 35.
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Figure 35. The average elemental composition of the remaining part of the outer 5 000 µm of
reference, 8000 h, and 16000 h exposed samples according to SEM-EDS analysis.

The depth of 5 000 µm for the line analysis was chosen to enable comparison with
the 16 000 h sample that has lost around 750 µm from the original surface. Figure
35 shows a small but from a mechanistic point of view significant composition
change during the first year of exposure, including an alloy pickup of N, O, Na
and S, and a small decrease of Fe. The composition change during the second year
of exposure include; a major loss of Fe, Cl making an entrance; a major increase
of S together with Mn; and further increasing levels of N, O, Na.
To facilitate a quantitative comparison with the alloy 600 8000 h sample, having
a limited depth of attack, the average composition change of the more heavily
affected outer 1000 µm of the 310S reference and 8000 h sample was also
calculated, see Figure 36. This figure gives a somewhat different image,
supporting a large and early loss of Cr, some loss of Fe, but no significant
concentration change in Ni during the first year. Furthermore, it is indicated that
carbon concentration of the outer 1000 µm of the alloy initially decreased during
exposure and that there is a clear increase of N, O, Na and S that is more apparent
here than for the 5000 µm depth. However, no evident increase of Cl was seen at
the 1000 µm level in the 310S 8000 h sample.
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Figure 36. The average elemental composition of the remaining part of the outer 1 000 µm of the
reference and 8000 h exposed 310S samples. The relative occurrence of C in the outer 1000 µm of
the reference- and 8000 h sample is included in the diagram; all other elements are quantified
excluding C.

Figure 37 shows the average elemental composition change of the outer 1 000 µm
of the 800H/HT sample plate cross-section from the reference sample to the
8000 h exposed sample, corresponding to Figure 36 (310S) and Figure 38 (600).

Figure 37. The average elemental composition of the remaining part of the outer 1 000 µm crosssection of alloy 800H/HT reference and 8 000 h exposed samples according to SEM-EDS analysis.
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Main characteristics of composition change during the alloy 8000H/HT 8000 h
exposure, includes a major decrease of Cr and Fe content, significant increases of
N, O, Na and S, a clearly identified Cl uptake, as well as increases in the Ni and
Mn concentration. No carbon analysis was included for alloy 800H/HT as the
superficial cross-section was too broken for a carbon analysis of the outer 1000
µm to give relevant information.

Figure 38. The average elemental composition of the outer 1 000 µm cross-section of alloy 600
reference and 8 000 h exposed samples.

The alloy 600 8000 h sample show limited composition change compared to the
original material, including; a minor decrease of Cr and an indicated decrease of
N, and increases of S and O.
3.5.2.5

Internal precipitate formation

SEM-EDS has been used to quantify the elemental composition of the dominating
precipitates formed during the 8000 h alloy exposure, see Figure 31 (310S),
Figure 33 (800H/HT) and Figure 34 (600) for SEM EDS-elemental overview
maps. Note that the mapping results do not take energy overlaps into
consideration, while the spot analysis does.
Nitrogen
In 310S Cr is the only major nitride former, and Cr-nitrides are found down to a
depth of at least 950 µm. Precipitates with an indicated nitrogen concentration of
up to 11 wt % and up to 83 wt % Cr, as indicated by SEM-EDS dominates the
precipitates along the internal corrosion front at a depth of around 600-650 µm
from the original surface. In the less nitrogen-rich precipitates, also Fe can be
found in varying amounts to replace up to 30 wt % of the Cr.
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For 800H/HT nitrides are found in excess from a depth of 400 µm down to 1600
µm, and in smaller amounts down to 1900 µm. The nitrides within the depth
interval of 400-1300 µm are dominated by Cr and Al, with some occurrence of Tinitrides. Al-rich (40-47 wt %) precipitates contribute to nitrogen-containing
precipitates with up to 19-22 wt % N together with some Cr. Below 1300 µm, Al
dominates as a nitride former, and, below 1600 µm, only Ti seems to form
nitrides. In the interval 1100-1500 µm, nitrides form to a significant extent along
GBs. Fe is included in many of the nitrogen-containing precipitates.
The spot analysis shows no indication of nitride formation in alloy 600.
Sulfur
In the alloys 310S and 800H/HT, the EDS analyses indicate the precipitation of
both chromium-rich and manganese-rich sulfides. In 310S these sulfur-rich
phases were found to a depth of about 550um from the original surface, in alloy
800H/HT to a depth of about 1000 µm, and in alloy 600 to a depth of about 900
µm. Chromium is the dominating sulfide former, typically forming precipitates
with 35-54 wt % Cr and 28-36 wt % S.
In 800H/HT the sulfur-rich precipitates between 500 and 1000 µm clearly form
a pattern coinciding with the grain boundaries (GBs), seemingly outcompeting
the nitride formation where the Cr concentration is reduced.
In 310S Mn-S rich precipitates are found at the sulfur penetration front at a depth
of 500-530 µm, coinciding with the chromium depletion depth.
In alloy 600 one of thirteen precipitates was rich in Mn (14 wt %).
In 800H/HT also some Ti-S precipitates were found throughout the sulfur
penetration region.
In the less sulfur-rich precipitates of the alloys, significant amounts of Fe and Ni
were included.
Oxygen
In the 310S alloy, the oxygen-rich precipitates below the surface scale are
dominated by silicates, silicon being the only major internal oxide former in the
310S 8000 h sample.
In alloy 800H/HT and 600, below the surface Cr-oxide scale, Si is the dominating
oxide former, and deeper down, Al and Ti replace Si, forming oxides along the
GBs containing up to 50 wt % metal. Al mainly occurs together with N and O and
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seems to a lesser extent form carbides and sulfides (800H/HT). Ti is more
ambiguous than Al and Si, occurring together with N, O, S, and indicatively, at
greater depths, also with C.
Carbon
In 310S and alloy 800H/HT, below the N front, SEM-EDS indicate significant
carbide formation. At a temperature of 880 °C in an austenite structures having
a high solubility if carbon, this indicates a significant increase/enrichment of
carbon.
In alloy 600, some indications of increased carbide formation are found below
the major penetration of oxygen at a depth between 500 and 800 µm. However,
not in amounts suggesting carbon penetration from the surface.
3.5.2.6

Corrosion front Phase transformation

In an attempt to identify the primary alloy degradation mechanism a detailed
elemental analysis was made of the innermost precipitation zones of alloy attack.
Figure 39 shows a detailed SEM-BSD image of the 310S 16000 h sample crosssection at a depth of approximately between 3100 to 3600 µm from the original
surface. An overview SEM-EDS-map including the cross-section of Figure 39 is
found in Figure 32. The reference lines B16 and C16 are the same in the two
figures.
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Figure 39. SEM-BSD image showing phase transition in the major corrosion front of the 310 S
16 000 h sample. Lines B16 and C16 correspond to lines B16 and C16 in Figure 32. The non-mélange
dark grey precipitates above line B16 are called “dark grey”, the dominating precipitates between
line B16 and C16 are called “grey”, and the dominating precipitates below C16 are called “light grey”.
Conversion fronts: B16 nitrides with a limited amount of N to nitrides rich with N also including
sulfides and/or oxides (outer front); C16 carbides to nitrides at (inner front)).

An SEM-EDS analysis of the matrix and precipitates of Figure 39 indicate that
the light grey precipitates below line C16 is carbon-rich (8 wt %), and contains
no nitrogen. The grey precipitates between line B16 and C16 contains in average
5 wt % N, and an indicated level of C of 4.5 wt %. The dark grey precipitates above
the line B16 show a still stronger presence of N (18 wt %), and an indicated even
lower carbon concentration (3.2 wt %). In the dark grey precipitates, also oxygen
(3 wt %), and some minor presence of S is found.
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3.5.2.7

Internal Cr Transport and Precipitate Formation

The elemental matrix composition was investigated using SEM-EDS for the 310S,
800H/HT and 600 8000 h samples. Spot analysis was used to exclude all visible
precipitates from the data collection to investigate the concentration of still
readily mobile alloy constituents. Figure 40 summarizes the Cr concentration in
the alloy matrixes as a function of the depth from the original surface. Since the
spot analysis did not reach deep enough to include where the Cr concentration of
the 800H/HT 8000 h alloy sample matrix reached the nominal concentration,
also line analysis data was included. The 800H/HT – 8 Line (in Figure 40) shows
the average chromium concentration of both precipitates and matrix, indicating
that the nominal Cr concentration is reached at a depth of around 1 570 µm.

Figure 40. Alloy matrix Cr concentration for 310S, 800H/HT, and 600 - 8 000 h samples, as a
function of the depth from the original alloy surface. The horizontal lines show the SEM-EDS
reference samples Cr concentration. The dashed line show 800H/HT average Cr concentration
including precipitates.

3.5.2.8

Surface scale composition and scale defect formation

Figure 41 shows the average elemental composition of the surface scale of alloy
310S, 600 and 800H/HT 8000 h sample plates. These alloys all have noncontinuous surface scales with an irregular thickness that varies from zero - to
approximately 40 µm, 35 µm, and 50 µm respectively. The composition data show
that 310S and 800H/HT have principally the same type of surface scale
composition which is dominated by Cr, O, and Fe, with only minor concentrations
of Ni, some contributions from Mn, and a substantial presence of Na. Alloy 600,
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in contrast, have a scale consisting of principally equal amounts of O, Cr, Fe, and
Ni, lacking a substantial presence of Na, Mg, and Mn.

Figure 41. Elemental composition of the corrosion products formed on the surface of the 8 000 h
exposure alloy samples. Elements with more than 1 wt % in any of the three alloys are included in
the figure. C is excluded from the analysis.

3.5.3
3.5.3.1

Discussion
Surface Interaction

This surface interaction discussion is limited to the interaction within the first
year of operation before the surface scale has completely lost its protective
properties.
The flue gas speciation (Table 3), elemental mass balance (Figure 17), ash
transformation principles and elemental pecking order (equation 2), and ash
speciation (Table 4) of the present CFB boiler have been described. Based on the
above-mentioned results, together with results from the chemical equilibrium
calculations, some conclusions regarding surface interaction can be drawn from
Figure 29 and Figure 30:
The observed Ca, and P on the alloy surface were present in the form of highly
stable calcium phosphate ash particles (hydroxyapatite and whitlockite) not
interacting with the alloy.
The main part of the surface Si, Al and K, and some of the Na, found on the
surface, are deposited silicate ash particles, not interacting with the alloy.
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The indicated presence of Mn in the surface region is most probably an artifact
arising from the EDS-peak overlap discussed earlier – however, there are some
studies 32 indicating that the evaporation of Cr can result in an enrichment of
manganese. In areas where no Cr is observed, the indicated presence of Mn can
be trusted.
The rich presence of Fe on the surface mainly correlates to oxygen, as expected,
due to the relatively weak affinity of Fe to other elements. Hardly any Ni is
exposed on the scale surface, which is to be expected since the reactivity and
mobility of Ni are generally low.
A presence of C are indicated on the surface, and limited penetration of carboncontaining species can be seen in the pores of the surface scale, but no carbon
ingress is indicated in the alloy bulk.
Cr, O, and Na dominate the outer surface and scale composition, and also show a
strong co-occurrence. Based on equilibrium calculations Na2Cr2O4 and/or
Na2CrO4 will form between Cr, O, and Na, depending on the oxygen partial
pressure. In contrast, under the same conditions, the formation of K-Cr-O species
is less thermodynamically favorable than an exclusive Cr2O3 formation, resulting
in no interaction between K and Cr. This might be one reason why no positive
correlation between K and Cr could be found in this work. Equilibrium
calculations show that Na transition from both NaCl and Na2SO4 to Na2CrO4
and/or Na2Cr2O4 is thermodynamically favorable, depending on the SO2 and
oxygen activity. According to the Fact database (2015), Na2CrO4 melts at 794 °C,
while no melting temperature data is available for Na2Cr2O4 in this database.
However, data from Barin and Platzki (1995) 60 show that pure Na2Cr2O4 melt at
792 °C. Based on the properties of Na2SO4 and NaCl and their global
concentrations in the boiler, Na2SO4 will be present as a soft solid and/or as a
melt since the temperature of the combustion gases varies around the melting
temperature of pure Na2SO4 of (884 °C), while NaCl will be gaseous. The
elemental maps also show a significant co-variation between Na, S, and O on the
alloy scale surface, which could indicate that Na2SO4 melt is causing rapid mass
transport (and reaction) with the VF alloy surface. The Na-S-O found on the
surface of the scale penetrate the surface scale to a depth of a few tens of
micrometers. Below the scale, an S-Cr correlation was observed where the oxygen
potential is low enough to allow sulfide formation. As mentioned in the spot
analysis result section, Cr is the main bulk sulfide former for 310S, while Si is the
major internal oxide former. To sum up the interaction between Cr-O-Na-K-S in
this VF application, experimental results support the assumption that Na2SO4
deposits on the alloy chromia-scale to react and form Na-Cr-O compounds, thus
allowing elemental S to penetrate into the alloy bulk to form sulfides. In lower
temperature systems, for example on superheaters, the formation of the Na-Cr77

O compounds probably contribute to the formation of low-quality surface scale
which increases scale spallation according to the mechanisms first described by
Pilling and Bedworth (1923) 26 and later affirmed by Kofstad (1985) 27. In this
application, where the higher temperature probably results in the Na-Cr-O melt
(including also sulfate) in the outer part of a degraded, chemically and
structurally complex alloy material, the effect of the superficial melt formation on
the corrosion behavior is difficult to assess. However, since a significant part of
the Na-Cr-O compound formation likely originate from Na2SO4, the formation
result not only in melt formation but also in a release of elemental sulfur. Thus,
the occurrence of Na2SO4 in the flue gas increases the alloy sulfur pickup
significantly compared to K2SO4. The strong interaction between the sodium
sulfate and alloy surface, is amplified by the fact that this sulfate occurs as melt,
in contrast to the higher temperature melting potassium sulfate, meaning that the
more adverse alloy surface effects of sodium sulfate originate both from a more
efficient mass-transport to the surface and a significantly higher reactivity with
the alloy chromia layer. The composition of the surface scale and its effects on the
protective properties of the alloy is discussed further in the section 3.5.4.1 of this
thesis.
In the lower part of Figure 29, there is proof of a significant nitrogen alloy uptake.
Nitrogen is present in the combustion gas mainly as N2 and NH3. As is well
known, NH3 decompose at high temperatures in contact with metals, resulting in
the rapid pickup and rapid diffusion of elemental nitrogen into the alloy. At a
depth where the oxygen activity is low enough, nitrides form. At elevated
temperatures, also nitrogen pickup from N2 can be significant, as exemplified by
the work of Zheng and Young (1994) 47.
In the present VF application, where alloys are subjected to temperatures of
around 880 °C and chlorine and water containing atmosphere, a rapid formation
of volatile species are expected. The equilibrium calculations support that it is
indeed CrO2(OH)2, suggested by Asteman et al. (1999) 32, that is the hydroxidespecies most likely to cause significant metal loss via evaporation. This hydroxide
has a saturation pressure of 10-5.86 bar at 880 °C which is approx. 150 times higher
than the second most volatile hydroxide/oxide relevant for this work (Ni(OH)2).
Thus, Cr is much more likely to suffer a significant mass loss via hydroxideformation than, for instance, Mn, Si, Ni or Fe. Cr is also generally present on the
alloy surface, while for example, Ni often is not, which should increase the
severity of Cr-evaporation even more compared to other elements. When it comes
to the volatilization caused by metal chloride formation, as described by for
example Lee and McNallan (1987) 8 and Grabke (1991) 9, all metallic alloy
constituents (Ni, Fe, Cr, Mn) have saturation pressure higher than 10-2. 6 bar at
880 °C, which is several orders of magnitude higher than that of the highest metal
hydroxide partial pressure in this study. However, metal chlorides only form
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where the oxygen partial pressure is relatively low, often below oxide scales, why
the formation and mass loss is controlled via relatively slow diffusion in solids as
long as alloys have an intact surface scale. In order for a metal to suffer from rapid
mass loss caused by the formation of volatile chlorides, a combination of high
metal chloride saturation pressure, a relatively low metal affinity to oxygen, and
a high affinity to Cl is needed. In this study, Fe is the alloy constituent that comes
closest to meet these criteria, and are thus also the metal that is most likely to
suffer major mass loss from chloridation.
3.5.3.2

Bulk composition change and internal mass transport

Figure 31 and Figure 32 show the elemental maps of alloy 310S exposed for
8000h and 16000h respectively and Figure 35 summarizes the bulk composition
change over time. Limiting this discussion to the key mechanisms of alloy
breakdown, Figure 6 shows how nitrogen penetrates the alloy to a depth of at least
950 µm from the original alloy surface, having a densified front at a depth of 600
µm. Behind the advancing nitrogen front, the Cr concentration in the matrix is
reduced from the originally 24 wt % to around 7-12 wt % (Figure 40), heavily
reducing the alloys capability to supply the chromia layer at the alloy surface.
Comparing Figure 31 to Figure 32, it is evident that sulfur and oxygen enter the
alloy interior in the wake of the heavy nitride formation, converting the Crnitrides to the more thermodynamically favorable sulfides and oxides. As the
more stable sulfides and internal oxides are formed, the transport of Cr to the
already broken alloy surface is reduced even more. Ahead of the nitrogen front in
Figure 32, below reference line C16, an elevation of the carbon concentration is
found. This local increase of the carbon concentration is not a result of carbon
penetration from the alloy surface (were carbon-containing species are found),
but instead mainly an effect of that the interstitial nitrogen atoms outcompete the
carbon originally taking up interstitial space in the austenite FCC crystals,
pushing the carbon in front of the advancing nitrogen front. Which, over time,
increases the carbon concentration enough for carbides to precipitate. For Alloy
310S - this sequence of events; precipitation of carbides in front of the nitrides,
conversion of these carbides to nitrides, a following conversion of nitrides to
oxides and sulfides as the two latter elements advance - are supported by Figure
39 and the related spot analysis summarized below the figure, and also by Figure
31 and Figure 32. Also, the bulk SEM EDS-analysis of the outer 1000 µm of the
reference and the 8000 h sample indicates a decreasing carbon concentration,
which further support that the penetration of interstitial N “pushes” C deeper
down in the alloy bulk.
As mentioned earlier, from a surface interaction point of view, alloy 800H/HT
seem to perform quite similarly to 310S, as shown by both their relatively similar
surface scales (Figure 41) and a similar metal thickness loss (previous work 61).
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However, below the surface scale, some major differences can be seen, as for
instance; the large grains of the alloy seems to result in a less homogenous
degradation process, showing larger tendencies to alloy disintegration (with
larger coherent fields of corrosion products); that alloy 800H/HT also contain Al
and Ti that are strong oxide and nitride formers, and Ti also a strong sulfide
former; and finally, nitride formation becomes favorable deeper down into the
alloy 800H/HT (compare Figure 31 and Figure 33) indicating a stronger presence
of O and S in the region below the 800H/HT surface scale. Also, when comparing
the composition change from the reference samples to the 8000 h exposed
samples of alloy 310 (Figure 35) and 800H/HT (Figure 37) several principal
differences can be seen. The increase of all corrosives is significantly higher for
800H/HT, and also one can conclude that the decrease in Fe and Cr
concentration is five respectively two times as large compared the corresponding
loss for 310S during the 8000h exposure. In fact, the alloy bulk composition
change of the 800H/HT alloy during the 8000 h exposure are more similar to the
change of 310S during 16000 h of exposure. Looking at the elemental mapping of
the 310S (Figure 31) and 800H/HT 8000 h bulk (Figure 33), one can see that
both nitrogen, and sulfur have penetrated twice as deep as in 800 H/HT. In
800H/HT Cr and Al nitrides form along the GBs at depth around 1200 µm, while
in the 310S alloy, the nitride formation seems more uniform.
The Alloy 600 bulk composition change after the 8000 h of exposure show that
there has been a significant pickup of oxygen and sulfur, and also a small loss of
Cr (Figure 38). The Cr loss could be either due to scaling, wear, or volatilization
via chloride or hydroxide formation. However, in contrast to the 310S and
800H/HT alloys, alloy 600 analysis results indicate a small decrease of the
nitrogen content during the exposure, which could be explained by the oxygen
and sulfur increase that possibly could outcompete the original alloy nitrogen
pushing it deeper down in the alloy. Also, in Figure 40, showing the alloy matrix
Cr concentration of the three 8000 h exposure alloy samples, Alloy 600 show a
principally sound linear alloy matrix Cr concentration gradient, describing a
sound activity driven Cr diffusion from a Cr-rich bulk though wards the low Cractivity in the surface scale. This means that while the chromium sulfide
formation and internal oxide formation reduce the Cr-activity of Alloy 600, the
formation of these precipitates does not block the Cr transport (as shown by the
linear behavior of the Cr concentration gradient). Also, as long as there is excess
Cr and Fe are available for sulfide formation, low temperature melting Ni-sulfide
formation should cause little problem. In all, the Alloy 600 behavior during
corrosion attack in this application, seems to be predictable over time.
For 310S and 800H/HT, the alloy matrix Cr concentration gradients are not
linear (Figure 40). Both alloys show thresholds in the Cr (matrix) concentration
at the depth where the major nitride formation is found. The concentration
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thresholds from a reduced to nominal Cr concentration is found at a depth of 600
µm in 310S, and at1500 µm in 800H/HT, prove that the internal nitride
formation not only lowers the amount of readily available Cr contributing to the
maintenance of the critical Cr-oxide layer but also make out a barrier for Cr
transport from the Cr rich and still relatively unaffected parts of the alloy-bulk to
the surface region. The findings of this work, showing that the Cr-nitrides can
create a concentration threshold by reducing the alloy permeability, is previously
supported by work by Zheng and Young (1994)47 where they study alloy scale
formation morphology in CO-CO2-N2 atmospheres. The results also indicate that
the large grains of 800H/HT inhibit the Cr transport further (having less GB
cross-sectional area than small grained alloys) while having an only limited effect
on the amount of interstitially diffusing N (not being as dependent on GB
diffusion). The results indicate an earlier surface scale failure of 800H/HT, and,
an overall larger and more rapid pickup of corrosives compared to the 310S alloy.
In Figure 33, showing the SEM-EDS mapping of alloy 800H/HT, nitride
formation can be seen along the GBs, which probably aggravates the adverse
effect on the 800H/HT Cr-transport even more, according with the reasoning
above, suggesting that the chromium nitrides have the ability to reduce the
permeation of Cr, while allowing permeation of N.
The Cr concentration in the 310S 16 000 h sample, between line A16 and B16 in
Figure 32 is relatively low at a depth of around 3000 µm. Figure 31 shows the
same, but smaller Cr concentration gap around 500 µm just above the line A8. In
both these gaps, neither nitrides nor oxides dominate. Spot analysis shows that
the Cr concentration in the matrix of these gaps are typically 11-13 wt % where the
chromium nitrides seem to decompose making Cr mobile again. As summarized
by Lai (2007)13 a chromium concentration of over 18wt % is generally needed in
Cr-Fe steels to form a dense oxide layer exclusively consisting of Cr-oxides, and
often, an increase of the Cr concentration up to 25 wt % further improve the
oxidation resistance of alloys. This is line also with the mass transport criterion
earlier formulated by Wagner (1952)29. All-together, the nitride formation seem
to immobilize Cr from the nominal effective concentration of above 24 wt %,
down to an effective concentration of 13 wt % or lower, heavily reducing the
corrosion resistance of the alloy. The same nitride decomposition effect and Cr
concentration gap can also be seen in the large grained alloy 800H/HT,
indicating the same Cr concentration levels for the decomposition of Cr nitrides.
However, in the case of alloy 8000H/HT, this depletion is not only seen at welldefined depth as for the relatively finely grained 310S but instead along the GBs
between the relatively large 800H/HT grains.
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SEM-EDS-analysis show a presence of Cl below the damaged surface scales of
both the 310S 16 000 h sample (Figure 35), and the 800H/HT 8000 h alloy
samples (Figure 37). Also, line analysis shows a co-occurrence between Cl and Na
in both alloy samples, indicating that the Cl might be transported through the
degraded alloy scale as molecular NaCl (g) to a depth of around 2400 µm (310S
16 000 h) and 350 µm (800H/HT 8000h).
In all, this work shows that it is the internal nitride formation that rapidly disables
the protective mechanism of the 310S and 800H/HT alloys in the present work
(and also 253MA studied in earlier work61). The rapid inactivation of the
originally dense and protective alloy chromia surface layer is caused by the Crnitrides ability to both reduce the permeability of Cr while also reducing the Cractivity of the alloy. Additionally, it is showed that internal nitride formation is
more adverse than the formation of equal amounts of for example sulfides or
oxides, since the latter two does not block the internal transport of Cr. Further,
when the principally important and dense chromia layer has broken down, other
corrosives can penetrate the alloys, and in the fully developed stage of alloy
breakdown also allowing other gaseous molecular species like NaCl, CrCl2, and
FeCl2 to diffuse to and from the alloy interior via cracks and pores, accelerating
the alloy breakdown rate of iron and Cr rich alloys to rates in the order of 10 mm
per year.
3.5.4
3.5.4.1

Additional Aspects of Corrosion and Mass Transport
Scale Buildup and Defect Formation

As mentioned in section 3.2.2.3, Pilling and Bedworth (1923) 26 stated that there
is a correlation between the volume difference of the metal and the oxide and the
resulting protective properties. They explained that oxide formation that results
in a shrinkage does not generate a protective scale, but instead result in a porous
scale allowing a relatively rapid mass transport through the scale. Also, they
explained that metals that expand more than a factor two during oxidation
generally cause excessive stress in the scale, causing defect formation and/or
spallation, and thus, enabling high flux through the scale with resulting and high
corrosion rates. Kofstad published work in 198527 giving credit to Pilling and
Bedworth´s work, after reviewing alternative explanatory models explaining
transport through protective scales. He elaborated on their theory also discussing
the two-way diffusion mechanism of outwardly diffusing alloy constituents and
inwardly diffusing corrosives. Figure 41 summarizes the outer alloy scale
composition of alloys 310S, 800H/HT and 600. Some Pilling-Bedworth ratios for
metal oxides, calculated according to Equation 4, is summarized in Table 14,
describing the volume change of each metal in the conversion to the respective
oxide. In Equation 4, the Pilling Bedworth Ratio denoted RPB, is calculated from
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molar mass (M) and the densities (ρ) of oxide and metal, and the number of metal
atoms per oxide molecule (n).

Table 14. Calculated Pilling Bedworth ratios of alloy metal oxides.
Oxide

Fe2O3

Cr2O3

NiO

MnO

MgO

SiO2

Al2O3

TiO2

RPB

2.13

2.02

1.70

1.71

0.80

1.89

1.29

1.77

If one estimate the average specific volume change for the scale below partial
melt formation temperature, assuming that all Na found in the scale occur as
Na2OCr2O3 (s), as some literature suggest 14 (having a density of 2.72 g/cm3 and
RPB of 5.45), using the mass concentrations from Figure 41, an estimation of the
average RPB can be made (Table 15). The table shows that 310S have the largest
RPB (volume expansion) of the three alloys if Na2OCr2O3 is included. Looking at
the thickness loss of the alloys in Table 10, there is a correlation between the
scale excess volume expansion (expansion above RPB=2) and the average rate of
scale spallation during the 8000 h of exposure. However, in the present VF
application, Na2OCr2O3 appear as a melt (Tmelt = 792 °C) 60, why the RPB method
might not be applicable since the effect melt formations effect on stress buildup
is difficult to assess. Instead, Table 10 together with . might show a correlation
between the amount of melt formation, and thickness loss. The second row of .
show average RPB excluding the Na2OCr2O3 in an attempt to establish the RPB for
a solid scale excluding the effect of low-density sodium salt. Both the first and
the second row of . show that the relatively well-performing surface scale of
alloy 600 has significantly lower RPB than both 310S and 800H/HT. The
moderate scale volume growth of Alloy 600 should result in a lower defect
formation, and thus a higher performance of the scale than the iron-based 310S
and alloy 800H/HT alloy scales.
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Table 15. The average RPB both including and excluding Na2OCr2O3.
RPB

310S

800H/HT

600

Incl. Na2OCr2O3

2.92

2.47

2.01

Excl. Na2OCr2O3

1.99

2.00

1.93

Gesmundo (1990) 62 concluded that the incorporation of SiO2 in the Cr oxide scale
close to the metal-scale interface seems to improve the adherence and protective
properties of the surface scale. Considering the volume change as expressed by
the RPB ratio, and the correlation between scale defects and the RPB-ratio, the
improved adherence and protective properties might be due to a lower average
expansion of the scale close to the scale-metal interface when SiO2 and Cr2O3 coexist than when the oxides consist of only Cr2O3. Based on the moderate volume
expansion and a high affinity to oxygen, also Mn-, Al-, and Ti oxides possibly can
result in similar effects as the SiO2 when included in the lower part of the surface
scale. Also, Ni with its low specific volume change could be beneficial in
applications where there is a risk for relatively large volume corrosion product
formation, to limit the overall average scale expansion, and thus excessive stress
buildup and defect formation.
3.5.4.2

Diffusion in Austenite

To understand the mechanisms of corrosion, it is important to understand the
concepts of diffusion. Especially, for alloys that rely upon formation of a
protective chromia layer, it is important to understand if the alloy internal
chromium transport is dominated by GB or grain diffusion.
Alloy 310S, 800 H/HT and 600 all have an austenitic structure, which is a facecentered cubic (FCC) crystal structure. For austenite, it has been established that
the effective GB width is 0.5-0.6 nm and practically independent of the alloy
composition (Hertzig and Mishin (2005) 33. Using the GB width of 0.5 nm, the
ratio of the GB cross-section area to the grain area can be estimated. The blue
line in Figure 43 shows this ratio as a function of the average grain size diameter.
Using the self-diffusion data summarized by Herzig and Mishin (2005) shown in
Figure 42, together with the calculated GB/Grain ratio illustrated by the blue line
in Figure 43, the relative self-diffusion mass transport can be estimated. The red
line in Figure 43 illustrates the relative GB/grain self-diffusion rate of alloy 310S
(having a melting temperature of Tm=1425 °C), as a function of the grain size, at
an alloy temperature of 880 °C.
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Figure 42. Arrhenius lines for self-diffusion in an fcc metal lattice (D), along with grain boundaries
(Db), and on surfaces (Ds) as summarized by Herzig and Mishin (2005) 33. Tm denotes the melting
temperature.

To the left of the grain size diameter where the red line of Figure 43 reaches the
value of one on the secondary Y-axis, the self-diffusion mass transport is
dominated by GB diffusion, and to the right of the same point, the self-diffusion
is dominated by grain diffusion.

Figure 43. Grain boundary to grain cross-sectional area for circular grains, with a grain boundary
width of 0.5 nm. The red line surpasses 1 on the secondary Y-axis where the grain size results in a
self-diffusion mass transport dominated by grain diffusion at 880 °C.
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In their original state (as delivered), Alloy 800H/HT has the largest grains of the
three alloys 310S, 800H/HT and 600 (regrettably, Alloy 800H/HT is the only
alloy that has a well-specified grain size in the vendor alloy certificate). According
to the 800H/HT certificate, it had an original grain size of ASTM 3.5 before
exposure, which is equal to a grain size diameter of around 100 µm. From the
estimations of Figure 43, it is clear that even for these relatively large sized grains,
at the high temperature of 880 °C, the self-diffusion of for example Cr will still be
dominated by GB diffusion. The development of the GBs over time, will,
therefore, decide how the mass transfer rates develop over time.
Figure 42 also illustrate that the surface diffusion Ds is more rapid than GB
diffusion, meaning that original voids, new voids created for example by the
Kirkendall effect, and the formation of microscopic cracks have a decisive impact
on the alloy degradation rate and limits the alloy service life even though the
cracks and pores are too small to allow mass transport via molecular gas
diffusion.
Above, the discussion is limited to self-diffusion mass transport of large atoms in
austenite – which is restricted by the vacancy diffusion mechanism (especially in
the grains). Interstitial atoms, however, as N, H, C, and O, are governed by the
interstitial diffusion mechanism also inside grains, which generally allows much
higher diffusion rates. According to Rätzke et al. (2005) 63 the interstitial lattice
diffusion rates of N, C, and O approach the melt diffusion rate, as the temperature
approaches the alloy melting temperature, being as high as approximately 10^-10
m2/s (compare with Figure 42). Thus, the interstitials (in the case of this study,
at least C, and N) have a lattice diffusion rate being only one to two orders of
magnitude lower than the self-diffusion rate of metals along GBs, implying that
the diffusion of interstitials generally is less dependent on defects and/or GBs.
3.5.4.3

Cr Transport and Grain Growth in Degraded Alloy 800H/HT

The chromium nitrides of the 310S and 800H/HT alloys seem to disintegrate
when the Cr level is reduced below 8-13 wt %, which occur at a depth between
400 and 1100 µm, primarily in the areas surrounding rapid diffusion paths.
Internal carbide formation is known to be limited by the permeation of carbon in
alloys 21. The same is accepted for nitrides 47. Therefore, based on SEM-EDS
elemental maps (Figure 44), the nitride disintegration can be used to estimate the
Cr permeation along GBs relative to the lattice permeation. Figure 44 show
measurements of the Cr depleted region. Assuming that at time 0, the Cr
concentration in point A have been the same as the Cr concentration at time X in
point B when the image was taken, the direct surroundings along a distance of
533 µm between point A and point B has been depleted to a certain level. During
the same time, 46/2=23 µm of the grains adjacent to the GB in point A have
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depleted to the same level. The relative depletion rate (mass transport rate) of Cr
can, therefore, be estimated to 533/23=23.1. This suggests that the mass
transport of Cr from the nitrides and their surroundings is around 23 times faster
along the GBs than in the surrounding lattice, as the Cr is transported from the
Cr rich nitrides to more thermodynamically favored oxides and sulfates closer to
the surface. As mentioned earlier, as the nitrides decompose, nitrogen is freed to
react with Cr deeper into the alloy.

Figure 44. Measurements of chromium depleted areas around grain boundaries, and the relative
concentration of N and Cr in the alloy 800H/HT 8 000 h sample plate.

The mapping in Figure 33 and Figure 44 show significant grain growth compared
to the original average grain size of around 100 µm (ASTM 3.5 according to
vendor specifications). Based on; the pattern of precipitates and Cr depletion, the
SEM-EDS maps, and SEM-BSE images the size of the grains increase up to
around 200 – 300 µm down to a depth of around 1000 µm. Larger grains means
less GBs relative to the lattice, which also means a significantly slower permeation
of Cr to the surface of the degraded alloy.
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3.5.4.4

Alloy 310S Line Analysis, Corrosion Fronts, and Elemental
Segregation

Figure 45 shows the results of SEM-EDS line analysis of the 310S reference alloy
plate cross-section. Figure 46 shows a line analysis of the corresponding crosssection after 8000 h of exposure, and Figure 47 shows the same after 16 000 h of
exposure. Based on these results, a number of things can be discussed. One of
them is that the homogeneity of the alloy decreases as a result of the exposure, as
precipitates form throughout the cross-section. Another is the point earlier
discussed regarding the precision and the accuracy of the N and O analysis;
Figure 45 shows an unreasonably high original nitrogen content (above 3 %).
Another thing that can be pointed out is the formation of multiple corrosion
fronts, resulting in major peaks at depth 250 µm where oxygen dominates as a
corrosive, and at a depth of approximately 600-750 µm where nitrogen
dominates. As the ingress of corrosives continues, the separate corrosion fronts
become less clear, and the heterogeneity of the degraded alloy become quite
extreme after 16 000 h (Figure 47). A comparison between Figure 46 and Figure
47 also show how the depth of the nitrogen attack increase at the same time as
the nitrogen concentration at the corrosion front increase, possibly accelerating
the rate of attack even further.

Figure 45. SEM-EDS line analysis of 310S reference alloy plate cross-section. Distance from the
original surface on the x-axis.
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Figure 46. SEM-EDS line analysis of 310S 8 000 h exposure sample plate cross-section. Distance
from the original surface on the x-axis.

Figure 47. SEM-EDS line analysis of 310S 16 000 h exposure alloy plate cross-section. Distance from
the original surface on the x-axis.

3.6

Final remarks

During this work, scientific methods and analytical techniques have been used to
address challenges of an industrial scale CFB boiler using a novel and complex
fuel mix. Previous and new knowledge concerning thermochemical energy
conversion; fuel, ash and flue gas elemental mass balance; ash transformation;
and interactions between the fireside environment and alloy material - have been
combined with evidence-based engineering work to elucidate the underlying
mechanisms of specific boiler failures.
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The knowledge gained during this work, has been used in a multidisciplinary
approach to perform over fifty “mechanistically correct” boiler improvements.
These improvements have resulted in economic savings of approximately 17
MSEK/year and a significant reduction of the Perstorp AB industrial site
greenhouse gas emissions.
Figure 48 shows how the failure frequency has been reduced, and the average
boiler availability increased, during the course of this work.

Figure 48. Annual CFB boiler failures; and the boiler availability calculated based on the total
number of days of full boiler operation divided by 365. The blue vertical dashed line show when the
furnace SO2-level control was commissioned.

In Appendix A of the Licentiate Thesis1, the major improvements of the boiler
performed until December 2013 is summarized. Since then, a new vortex finder
(VF) material have been introduced (310S instead of 253MA doubling the lifespan
of the VFs), a replacement of the economizers 1 and 2 with design modifications
according to earlier improvements of economizer 3 and 4 (described in Appendix
A of the licentiate thesis), and a new and improved flue gas duct between flue gas
fan and wet gas scrubber has been built (addressing problems of deliquescent salt
and dew point corrosion).
One thing important to stress is that there is no such phenomenon as “general
wear”. It is always a matter of one or several specific mechanisms that result in
wear/degradation and a limited lifespan. If various “rules of thumbs” were
replaced with strive to identify and counteract the root cause of each major
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failure, the life-expectancy and the cost efficiency of boiler systems in general
would be improved significantly.
Probably the best way to achieve cost-efficient and long-lasting process
improvements is to address as many aspects as possible for a certain issue. For
example, when it comes to high-temperature corrosion in the superheaters, a
number of actions can, and have been taken in parallel, addressing both primary,
secondary, and ternary aspects of the problem, each action giving further leverage
to the resulting overall improvement effect. Below, a list is given, where actions
to counteract rapid SSH corrosion is described. For each action, the reductioneffect on the tube corrosion rate is given in parenthesis. The reduction-effects are
either assumed or observed, and enables a numeral estimation of the principally
vast benefits of multiple-aspect-approaches (via Equation 5 below):
a) Chlorine rich fuel fractions that were not cheap enough were excluded
from the fuel mix – to reduce the formation of problematic alkali
chlorides (20 % assumption).
b) Better routines for fuel mixing have been introduced – Facilitating the
fireside chemical reaction control (10 % assumption).
c) Via the speciation of ash and deposits, the main routes of ash
transformation and construction material interaction have been
identified - enabling a simple and robust flue gas control strategy that
limits both the concentration of alkali chlorides in the flue gas (and thus
the mass transport of alkali chlorides to the tubes) and the adverse
effects of alkali chlorides that reach the superheater tubes (via a high
enough sulfation potential in the flue gas). Full-scale implementation of
monitoring equipment for SO2, HCl, and NH3, to control the routes of
reaction (95 % observation).
d) Replacing the tube material alloy T22 in the TSH and SSH, with the
Esshete 1250 alloy, which is, e.g., more resilient to chloride-induced
corrosion (at least 70 % 12, 64).
e) Adjusting parameters of cleaning equipment or switching to new
methods to ensure a well-balanced cleaning effect to the specific
requirements in each position, in this case adjusting the steam soot
blower steam pressure not to damage the surface layer of the alloy
tubes, and equipping tubes with tube shields. Or adjusting
complementing heat exchanger design to address issues of erosion (at
least 30 % assumption/observation).

The corrosion rate of the SSH tubes after the implementation of above actions
can be calculated according to equation 5 below.
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�(1 − 0.20) × (1 − 0.10) × (1 − 0.95) × (1 − 0.80) × (1 − 0.30)� × 100 = 0.77 %
(Eq. 5)
A reduction of the SSH top row tube corrosion rate to 0.77 % of the original rate
does seem extreme at first sight, but if one uses the observed corrosion rate of 0.8
mm/week as a reference (recorded during May 2008 on alloy T22 tubes, giving
tube life spans of around 6 weeks), the result from Equation 5 indicates that the
new lifespan of the SSH would be around 15 years.
In all, the technical success of this work proves that a multidisciplinary and
evidence-based approach - preferably based on close collaboration between
academia and industry to combine the strengths of both environments - is the
best and most cost-efficient way to achieve long-lasting, environmentally- and
economically sound improvements.

And Finally: In the Search for Knowledge, Our Ignorance is Revealed.
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4 Conclusions and Recommendations
4.1

Defining the Challenges of a Co-firing 50MWth CFB
Boiler (Paper I)

This work shows that the failure frequency is especially high in the secondary
superheater (SSH), where (1) rapid chloride-rich windward deposit buildup is
combined with (2) high construction material temperature and (3) windward soot
blowing. In areas where one of these factors is removed, a more moderate
material loss can be seen.
In the superheaters suffering from high corrosion rates, only limited sections are
affected. Thus, only sections of the superheaters need to be built in more
corrosion-resistant and expensive alloys. The areas suffering from rapid material
loss are also subject to high deposit rates. In the SSH, neither metal loss nor
substantial deposit buildup can be seen downstream of a well-defined flue gas
temperature limit.
The flue gas average elemental composition can be regarded as a constant as it
flows through the series of heat exchangers (between the positions CEs and MCs).
Thus, the significant differences in deposit buildup of different flue gas crosssections cannot be a result of a changing flue gas average elemental composition.
The failure screening shows that the majority of the tube failures are associated
with soot blowing, also where the material temperature and/or deposit buildup
rate are not critical. The soot blowers should be positioned, designed, and tuned
individually to be well adapted to the conditions in each position. If this is done
correctly, the tube wear for solid fuel boilers can be inhibited to a level that should
allow heat exchanger life spans of more than 50 years in positions were no major
corrosion mechanism or erosion is active (PSH, UV, LV, and, if well designed,
also the economizers).
Boilers built with vertical drafts, having the main areas of deposit buildup
(superheaters) positioned above heat exchangers with more narrowly spaced
tubes, have a problematic design if fuels rich with K, Na, S, and Cl are to be used.
Of the 1700 tons of fuel nitrogen and NH3 additive that was added during the
nine months of operation, 70 tons are identified as part of the ash or gaseous flue
gas particles other than N2. Thus, 95 wt % exits the process as N2 (g).
Fuel mix ash content analysis via separate ashing, i.e., different fuel fractions
heated to 550°C, may not reflect the ash content of the fuel mix correctly. At
550°C, carbonates originating from the biomass do not decompose completely,
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and new carbonates can form. Also, a possible lack of reactants in each fuel
fraction, when ashed separately, can lead to volatilization of major ash-forming
elements compared to the “real” process where different fuel fractions are mixed.
Analysis of flue gas and deposits show that the intermittent feed of fuel types and
use of heterogeneous fuels create strong variations in fuel, flue gas, and particle
composition in the boiler over time. This presents a problem when attempting to
optimize the operation of the boiler and makes it increasingly important to have
online measurements, to control the fuel mix and flue gas compositions to reduce
high-temperature corrosion and severe deposit buildup in the superheaters.
The ash in the flue gas filter effectively sorbs HCl (g) and NH3 (g) from the flue
gas already without the addition of sorbents. Therefore, the flue gas composition
must be measured upstream of the FF to make it possible to control the furnace
chemistry accurately. A significantly larger filtration area can be installed with a
slight increase in cost to allow for a considerable thicker ash cake on the filter
textile and more efficient use of the ash as a free-of-cost sorbent.
The ratio [measured HCl (g) upstream of the flue gas filter]/ [calculated
maximum HCl (g) from fuel] can be used to make a qualitative assessment of a
fuel mix. A ratio near unity indicates that nearly all Cl added to the fuel is kept
from deposits and ash, thus making problem-free operation more likely.
Tube deposits are dominated by Na, S, Ca, K, and P, but only Na, K, and S are
enriched in the windward tube deposits relative to the fly ash (FA) bulk
composition. The temperature of the flue gas is the major parameter controlling
the rate of deposit buildup in the boiler heat exchangers. Also, the tube
temperature affects the deposit hardness and strength, thus, likely its resistance
to soot blowing.
SEM analysis shows that no pieces of ground bone, sand particles, or other
relatively large flue gas particles contribute directly to the deposit buildup.
White crystals of ammonium chloride precipitate downstream the FF as a result
of thermal bridges and leakage of atmospheric air into the flue gas system. The
precipitation results in an increased level of corrosion in the flue gas ducts and
clean gas chambers, and interferes with the dust emission measurement system
forcing a reduced usage of waste derived fuels (exceeded environmental limits),
causing higher fuel costs.
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4.2

Ash Transformation, Process Control, and Boiler
Availability (Paper II)

The predominant phases in the major ash fractions and superheater deposits
were:
•

Bottom ash; 48 mass % SiO2, 16 mass % Ca5(PO4)3OH, and 13 mass %
Na(AlSi3)O8.

•

Fly ash; 39 mass % Ca5(PO4)3OH, 8 mass % SiO2, 8 mass %
Ca19(Mg1.5Fe0.44)(PO4)14, 7 mass % Na(AlSi3)O8, and 6 mass %
K(AlSi3)O8.

•

Superheater deposits (TSH, SSH, and SSH protection shield average);
35 mass % Ca5(PO4)3OH, 29 mass % KNaSO4, 7 mass % Ca2SiO4, and 6
mass % Na2SO4.

The formation of KNaSO4 (aphthitalite/glaserite) occurs on cooled surfaces,
during either operation or shutdown. During operation, it can probably form via
reactions between NaCl and K2SO4 or between KCl and Na2SO4, not only by phase
transformation from sulfates.
Based on online measurements of SO2 and HCl in the flue gas, the combustion of
peat together with limestone can be used as a cost-effective means in full-scale
biomass boilers to control the sulfation potential and obtain an optimal level
regarding high-temperature corrosion and SO2 emission from the furnace with
respect to the chloridation potential of the system.
For fuel mixes where Ca stabilizes all P, thermodynamic considerations together
with experimental data suggest; that the molar elemental composition of a fuel
mix together with the equation SA = S − 0.96Ca − 0.5K − 0.5Na + 1.6P + 0.42Si
can be used to roughly estimate the sulfation potential of a fuel mix. SA together
with the amount of chlorine in the fuel, indicates the corrosion tendency of
complex fuel mixtures containing high concentrations of P, Ca, K, Na, Al, Si, S,
Cl, Mg, and Fe.

4.3

Vortex Finder Alloy Selection (Paper III)

Two novel concepts have been suggested: heavily affected depth (HAD) to enable
quantitative comparison of heavily affected alloys, and remaining serviceable
metal thickness (RSMT) that uses long-term corrosion data from one well-known
alloy to enable rough service lifetime estimations of other alloys based on
significantly shorter exposure times.
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No evidence was found that the concentration of any one alloying element
exclusively increase or decrease the corrosions resistance of the alloys in this
specific application. Instead, there seem to be two successful alloy design
principals in terms of alloy chemical composition (assuming it is not an effect of
the thermal treatment of the alloy samples) that seems to work well for this
application: One with high Ni, low Fe, and relatively low Cr (Alloy 600)
concentrations. And another with high Cr, medium Fe and moderate Ni
concentrations (Alloy 310S).
The areas of the vortex finder application suffering most heavily from the
impaction of solid particles fail approximately twice as fast as areas less exposed
to impaction. This highlight the role of erosion and the erosion enhanced
corrosion, and/or the role of corrosive condensed particles impacting the alloy
surface, as decisive for the vortex finder service life in CFB boiler applications.
The alloy performance and cost to performance ratio in this mixed mode
corrosion environment at 880 °C have the following ranking (the bestperforming alloy first): 600 > 310S > 253MA ≈ 800H/HT > Alloy DS.
The findings of this work show that major improvements can be made in terms
of both the technical life-span and the cost-effectiveness of the vortex finder
application, if the most appropriate alloy is selected, preferably via a long-term
exposure study. As shown in this work, a replacement of VF’s built from the
frequently used Alloy 253MA, with VF’s built from Alloy 310S, doubled the
lifespan of the VF’s, increasing the total replacement cost with only 3 %, while
reducing the average maintenance cost of the VF’s with approx. 50 %.
Using non-cooled VF’s working under glowing conditions in a highly erosivecorrosive environment is problematic, why cooled VF’s protected by masonry
would be interesting from an owner and maintenance point of view. If non-cooled
VF’s is used in a boiler with NH3 non-catalytic NOx reduction, it should be taken
into consideration to increase the distance between the NH3 injection and the
VF’s, or even better; to place the NH3 injection in an empty draft downstream the
VF’s (upstream the boiler heat exchangers).

4.4

Mechanisms of Vortex Finder Corrosion (Paper IV and
additional)

For alloys 310S and 800H/HT, it was found that:
1.

Na2Cr2O4 and/or Na2CrO4 melt form in the surface scales, which might
affect the behavior of the surface scale.
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2. Nitrogen penetrates the surface scales to form Cr-nitrides in the alloy
internals, reducing the alloy abilities to maintain a dense and protective
surface chromia scale via two mechanisms:
a.

The internal nitride formation lowers the Cr-activity of the
alloy bulk, resulting in a lowering of the effective Cr
concentration from the nominal 24 % (310S) and 21 %
(800H/HT) respectively, to below 13 wt %.

b. Cr-nitrides have the ability to inhibit the alloy permeation of Cr
from the Cr-rich alloy bulk to the Cr-depleted surface region.
3. In a more developed stage of degradation, sulfur, oxygen, and chlorine
attack the alloy interior, reducing the integrity of the alloys, resulting in
a rapid mass loss.
For alloy 600 it was found that: The oxide scale composition has a principally
different composition than 310S and 800H/HT. No major Na-Cr-O formation
was found in the alloy surface scale, and no nitrides were found in the alloy.
Additionally, sulfides and oxides form below the surface scale, but even if both of
these also lower the Cr activity of the alloy matrix, none of these inhibit the
activity-driven mass transport of chromium to the surface scale.
It is concluded that Na and Na2SO4, via the formation of Cr-Na-O compounds,
and the resulting release of elemental S, is more adverse for alloy chromia scales
and alloy bulk sulfur pickup compared to K and K2SO4, from both an initial masstransport-, and a thermodynamic point of view.
In all, it is recommended that alloys with low solubility of nitrogen, such as Nibase materials, are employed in this application. If Fe-Cr dominated alloys are
used, the injection of ammonia or the combustion of for example nitrogen-rich
biomass should be done in a way that decreases the VFs exposure to highly
reactive elemental N. Additionally, a limitation of the combustion temperature
resulting in a margin to the Na2SO4 melting temperature of 884 °C could be
beneficial to limit the transport of Na-S to the alloy surface.
The results of the corrosion study indicate that the use of small-grained alloys is
beneficial in this application - improving the Cr transport from bulk to surface,
inhibiting a rapid ingress of corrosives into the alloy bulk internals. Thus, finegrained alloys seem to reduce the internal metal loss and the risk of alloy
disintegration.
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4.4.1 VF Corrosion, Additional
An analysis of the average RPB of the three alloys 310S, 800H/HT and 600, show
that the best performing scale (and/or alloy) of alloy 600, also have a significantly
lower RPB.
Estimations based on grain size, austenite GB-width, self-diffusion- and
interstitial diffusion rates and SEM-EDS analysis show that the self-diffusion
mass transport of metals is dominated by GB-diffusion, while the diffusion of the
interstitials like N, C and O are not as dependent of the GBs.
Based on SEM-EDS-imaging of the alloy 800H/HT 8000 h exposed sample, it
can be concluded that the Cr mass-transport along GBs is around 23 times faster
than the mass transport from inside the alloy grains.
As corrosives penetrate alloy 310S and 800H/HT elemental segregation of the
alloy constituents can be seen in regions below the ones that are obviously
affected by the ingress of the corrosives.

4.5

Additional Conclusions and Recommendations

Full-scale exposures of for example construction steel, 304L, 316L and 254SMO
alloy plates in the Perstorp boiler, indicate that the selection of “exclusive alloys”
to mitigate dew-point and deliquescent salt corrosion in the semi-dry parts of the
flue gas system (typically below 200 °C), generally is an inferior method. Instead,
one should combine 1) on-line flue gas composition measurements with a decent
flue gas composition control strategy (that ensures a high enough dew-point
and/or deliquescent salt sublimation temperature). 2) A carefully performed
insulation of the flue gas ducts and duct supports (to avoid thermal bridges). 3) A
feed water temperature high enough to eliminate the risk of condensation. This
way, excessive corrosion rates can be avoided, guaranteeing technical lifespans
far above “industry standards”.
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5 Future Work
Based on the present work, the boiler operational guidelines recommend an SO2
level (leaving the furnace) within the interval of 150-200 mg/Nm3 (at 11 % O2 dry
gas), to mitigate problems such as chloride-induced corrosion, rapid deposit
buildup, and dew-point corrosion. However, according to previous work and
Paper II, the SO2 level should be controlled based on the amount and speciation
of chlorine in the process. One way of achieving a state of the art flue gas
composition control would be to combine alkali-chloride in-situ-measurements
with SO2 and HCl measurements, giving a “total control” of both the amount of
chlorine and the speciation of it (since Cl is only found either as alkali chloride or
HCl). This type of measurements and control would enable detailed studies of
appropriate levels of SO2 with respect to the chloridation potential. This would
probably make major contributions to the improvement of boiler availabilities
and profitabilities.
Equation 2 (or at least the principles behind the equation), estimating the excess
sulfur available for the sulfation of alkali chlorides in the flue gas and tube
deposits, should be verified/calculated for more boilers to control its general
applicability.
No detailed analysis was made of the layered superheater deposits in this work.
In the future, more detailed studies of the layered structure could improve the
understanding of the deposit buildup mechanisms further, and maybe reduce the
deposit growth-rate, hardness, or deposit-tube-adhesion, which could result in
cleaner tubes and improved boiler efficiency.
The fireside speciation of nitrogen resulting from the combustion of nitrogen-rich
biomass does not resemble the speciation when firing fossil fuels or wood chips.
The effect of NH3- injection in the top of the furnace, therefore, has a questionable
effect on the NOx emissions. Therefore, more knowledge is needed regarding the
nitrogen speciation of incineration process using fuels reminding of the Perstorp
boiler fuel mix. That nitridation drives the VF corrosion makes it increasingly
important to understand the nitrogen chemistry.
More knowledge is needed concerning salmiak and deliquescent salt corrosion
and dew/sublimation points. Equilibrium calculations performed based on the
Fact database indicate that no pure salmiak should be present in the prevailing
flue gas environment. Still, salmiak was found in parts of the process where no
salmiak should be stable.
While this work takes both direct and indirect environmental aspects into
consideration, it does not deal with the recycling of important nutrients from the
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boiler ash. Sooner or later, this will also need to be taken into consideration, to
enable recycling for example of the large amounts of phosphorous embedded in
the ash.
The vortex finders of the CFB cyclones still suffer from short life spans. The
introduction of VFs in Alloy 310S, instead of the original 253MA alloy, has
doubled the lifespan of the VFs from 1.5 to 3 years, reducing the average cost for
VF wear from 200 kEUR/year to 100 kEUR/year. If the best performing alloy of
these studies, Alloy 600, is introduced as VF alloy material, the lifespan would
probably increase up to 5 years, reducing the average cost for VF wear even
further, from 100 kEUR/year to 60 kEUR/year. Also, more materials should also
be evaluated in the VF application to find even more suitable alloys with respect
to the specific corrosion mechanisms and the overall economics. For example,
alloys relying on other metals than Cr could be interesting, especially alloys
relying on oxide formers not readily reacting with nitrogen.
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